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U.S. Marines still involved in Lebanon shellfire
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Shellfire
hit the Marine compound at Beirut
airport Saturday and U.S. jets thundered over the Chouf mountains,
where Druse fighters were said to
have massacred 64 Christian villager!. Fears mounted for the safety of
as many as 40,000 other Christians
trapped by Druse militiamen.
Beirut television reported 70 carloads of Christian refugees from the
mountain fighting demonstrated in
front of the residence of U.S. Ambassador Robert Dillon demanding
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American intervention to halt the
bloodshed, which blew up after the
Israelis pulled back from the Chouf a
week ago.
Warrant Officer Charles Rowe,
spokesman for the U.S. Marine contingent of the multinational peacekeeping force, reported no casualties
from the latest shelling. He said the
Jets - two UJS. Navy F-14 Tomcats
from the carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower - scrambled to reconnoiter and
demonstrate force.

The U.S. jets first took to the skies
over Lebanon Wednesday along with
French fighter-bombers after U.S.
and French positions were shelled in
west Beirut. Four Marines were killed
last Monday and Tuesday, and two
French peacekeepers were killed
Wednesday.
THE U.S. frigate Bowen opened up
with its 5-inch guns Thursday after
the Marine compound again came
under fire from Druse batteries. It
was the first use of American Navy
firepower since the Marines landed a

year ago. The Tomcats also flew over But she said the Red Cross was unable
the Chouf Thursday.
to reach the town to check the masThe Christian Voice of Lebanon sacre claim. She said Druse turned
radio said 64 more Christians were back two Red Cross convoys which
"massacred" by the Druse in the Friday tried to reach Deir Al-Kamar,
overrun Chouf village of El-Bire, 15 where an estimated 25,000 to 40,000
miles southeast of Beirut. The Druse refugees were trapped.
Progressive Socialist Party said those
The local Druse leader, Sheik Mokilled in El-Bire were Christian mili- hammed Abu Shakra, said the Red
tiamen.
Cross could enter only when Christian
Laure Speziali, director of the Bei- forces free 30 Druse women he
rut office of the International Red claimed were taken prisoner after an
Cross, said army sources told her 64 alleged massacre of Druse civilians in
bodies had been found in the village. the nearby town of Kfar Matta.

The 20th annual mud lug sponsored by the Sigma Phi Epsllon fraternity was held Saturday in College Park.
Among those competing for top honors were (above left) Larry Bender and Don Brackenhoff of Phi
Kappa. Pal. and (above right) Mark Padgett of Th«U Chi. The winner* of the event were the Beta Theta PI

Teach first,
then research
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo
slolf reporter

partment with department, he said,
out as a whole, they're not heavy.
Olscamp added faculty are not
Although University President Dr. obliged to research and nave no rePaul Olscamp thinks the faculty search quotas.
should research more than they do, he
"Instructors can help themselves,
stressed "the primary mission of this their students and the University by
researching in their fields and areas
institution is teaching.
"Teaching still remains our pri- of particular interest," Olscamp said.
mary target, and we must hone in on
DEPENDING ON the area of
that." he said. "We can say we're
study, Olscamp said it may be necgood, but we have to prove it."
Olscamp said he is in the process of essary for an instructor to research at
developing a reward system for "de- the University or to travel away from
Bowling Green to conduct research.
serving" teachers.
"An instructor considered a huThe faculty can teach more effectively by producing better research, manist can probably work here and
Olscamp said, and teaching cannot be have everything he needs here at his
hurt by an increased surge of re- disposal," he said, "but a nuclear
physicist may have to go elsewhere to
search.
"I've spent most of my life in a work."
university atmosphere ana I've found
Vice President of Academic Affairs
that instructors don't get too wrapped Dr. Eloise Clark is also interested in
up in the research aspect of their improving the research capabilities
job," he said. "Instead, they (instruc- of faculty and was quoted earlier as
tors) find they need to teach their new saying "a great deal of learning
comes from research and I would like
findings to students."
to aid the faculty in doing this."
OLSCAMP SAID if a member of the
Olscamp also said he was "comfaculty does not - or does not plan to - mitted to improving the library faculinvolve himself in research, that fac- ties here." Last year and again this
ulty member should take a heavier year be added $150,000 to the budget in
teaching load. And likewise, be said if an attempt to update the libraries, he
a faculty member is seriously in- said.
volved in research, his teaching load
should be lightened.
"My aim is to have the (Jerome)
"I get the impression faculty could library here at the University be
be producing more than they do out- included in the American Association
of Research Libraries," Olscamp
side of the classroom.
"Quantity is not important, quality said, "and to do this we must update
is," he said "And even though quality and increase the number of total
is sometimes hard to judge, one good volumes, periodicals and graduate
article or book in an area helps more collections."
than a bunch of comic books published in some field."
The American Association of ReThe teaching loads at the Univer- search Libraries are among the best
sity are uneven when comparing de- libraries in the country, he said.

Holdup man
drops $1,135
in skirmish

tect Christians who took refuge there.
But in Beirut, a spokesman for the
Phalange, the largest Christian militia, described the situation in Deir AlKamar as "more than tragic. People
are sleeping in the streets and in the
woods," he said. "Many of them have
no blankets. We fear epidemics may
be starting at any moment."

bg news staff/Patrick Sandor
fraternity.and the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, with the Chi Omega sorority winning the spirit award. The
event was well attended with over 500 students watching from the sun-drenched bleachers.

Prof in Korea when plane fell
by Phillip B. Wilson
reporter -

For history professor Dr. Fuji Ka <rashima, flying with Korean Airlines
was no new experience because he
had traveled with them many times
before. However, his most recent trip
to Korea three weeks ago, proved to
be different when the Soviet Union
shot down a 747 Korean airliner, killing 269 people including 61 Americans.
Kawashima, who began his 14th
year at the University this fall, was
accompanied by 13 other professors
from the United States, Switzerland,
Germany, Japan and Korea for the
International Conference of Korean
Society.
Kawashima and the" other profes-

sors were invited by the International realize those types of missions. Still,
Culture Society of Korea to attend the there was no excuse for the Russian's
two-week program entitled, "Histori- actions."
cal and Anthropological Reviews".
Korea experienced a similar accident in 1978 when one of their planes
Some of the invited guests took the was forced to land in the Russian city
Korean Airlines flight 007 just four of Murmansk, killing two passengers.
days prior to the crash. Kawashima
said, adding that a colleague's wife
"The Russian people should be rearrived two days before the plane was minded of its international commitshot down.
ment. Civilian planes should be free of
"At first, the Korean people were this outright destruction," be said.
informed that the plane was forced to
land," the professor said. He deHe considered the sanctions and
scribed the Korean people as being actions from Washington as "satis"extremely shocked" when they factory," but added, Russia is in a
learned the truth.
bureaucratic state. Local buDisagreeing with Russia's charges reaucrats try to cover everything up
of espionage, Kawashima said, "I and its very difficult to change their
don't believe it was even possible behavior by simply imposing certain
because there are enough ways to economic sanctions."

As far as the South Korean government is concerned, the biggest worry
revolves around its sponsoring of the
1984 Asian games and the 1988 OlymElc games, both to be held in Korea,
i nil
This reason alone may keep the
Koreans out of the Russian conflict, in
fear of dangering its world status for
these international activities, Kawashima said.
Because there are no diplomatic
relations between Russia and South
Korea, Japan is serving as a mediator. But Kawashima said,"This incident will probably force Japan into
strengthing its military defense system, something the United States has
encouraged them to do for years."

Soviet compensation demanded
by Associated Press

The United States demanded compensation from the Soviet Union yesterday for the 61 Americans killed in
the Soviet destruction of a South Korean airliner as a pilots' boycott of
flights to Moscow took hold in Europe
and NATO governments prepared to
bar the Soviet airline from their airports.
Meanwhile, a third body believed
from the wreckage of the downed
jumbo jet was found on Japan's northernmost coast and Koydo news
agency reported the plane did not
crash for more than 12 minutes after
one or more of its four engines was bit
by a heat-seeking missile from a
Soviet fighter.
The United States demand for compensation was presented in Washington by John Kelley, an acting

assistant secretary of state, to Oleg
Sokolov, second-ranking member of
the Soviet Embassy staff, but Sokolov
refused to accept it
Kelley also tried to give Sokolov a
note on behalf of the South Korean
government demanding compensation for its citizens who were killed,
but Sokolov rejected it also.
State Department spokesman Alan
Romberg said the United States
would "continue to press the Soviets
to meet their clear obligation under
international law to pay compensation to both the United States and
Korea."
THE PILOTS' ban, begun Friday in
Britain, was joined by pilots in Italy,
the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark,

Finland and Sweden, cancelling 13 of
'he 27 weekly flights into Moscow
from NATO countries.
Pilots of Air France, which operates six flights a week, were to join
today and the West German Lufthansa, which operates the remaining
seven, said these would be halted
Thursday.
But the government of neutral Switzerland delayed deciding whether
Swiss air pilots could suspend their
four weekly flights to the Soviet capital, and Finland's state railway began
adding extra passenger cars to its two
daily trains to the Soviet Union.
Most of the pilots were observing a
60-day boycott agreed on last Tuesday
by officials of the International Federation of Airline Pilots Associations.
Twelve of the 16 NATO govern-

-the bottom lineNEW YORK (AP) - A hatchet-wielding holdup man took $1,170 from a
bank at Grand Central Terminal during rush hour yesterday morning, but
dropped all but 835 in a scuffle with a
guard, police said.
Police spokeswoman Officer Connie
Montanaro said the guard fired a shot
during the scuffle in the Bowery Sav-

The overall Druse leader, Walid
Jumblatt, told a radio interviewer in
Damascus, Syria, his forces would not
storm Deir Al-Kamar and would pro-

ments began calling in Soviet ambassadors to inform them they would
rtfuse landing permission to Aeroflot,
the Soviet airline, for two weeks starting Thursday.
BUT FOUR members of the alliance - France, Greece, Spain and
Turkey-refused to take part. And the
Danish pilots' association proposed
the pilots' boycott be reduced to two
weeks also. It said a two-month boycott "primarily will hurt Western
airlines, and it could jeopardise Soviet route allocations
Japan, which banned Aeroflot charter flights last Friday, was preparing
to join in the ban on all Soviet fights.
Foreign Minister Shintaro Abe told
the visiting Irish foreign minister,
Peter Barry.

weather

ings Bank branch, but no one was bit.
She said the robber escaped after
dropping $1,135.
The man, about 25, entered the bank
at about 8:35 a.m. and passed a teller
a note saying he had a gun. though in
fact he had a hatchet, Montanaro
said. The teller gave the man $1,170.
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editorial

A need to 'slit political throats?'

Cheers and Jeers

"I've never done anything I haven't
felt compelled to do."
These were the word* of Josephine
Irwin, 83, a native of Lakewood, Ohio,
during her acceptance speech at the
34th Annual Governor's Awards banquet held in Columbus last February.

We cannot always devote space to many of the issues
effecting the University committee. Therefore, this
editorial is a capsulized rundown of some of the concerns we
believe warrant praise and criticism.
CHEER the College of Arts and Sciences for the high marks
it earned in a survey of spring graduates. From the 75
percent of the questionnaires returned, 84 percent of the
graduates rated their general education as "good" or "superior."
JEER the administration for scheduling exams beginning on
a Friday this semester. Students won't have a free weekend
to study before that first exam and, what is more, will have to
miss cartoons or forgo a chance to sleep because they are
beating their brains over finals on a Saturday.
CHEER to the office of student affairs for opening their
offices to students during the lunch hour. We hope the
change, which resulted from student demand, is indicative of
a more helpful philosophy from that office.
JEER the hold up on the renovation of West Hall. Bids for
three of the five main phases of the project came in too high
last month, setting back the beginning date for construction
to mid-October. Expected completion is for a year from that
date. Meanwhile, the Side Door and the Browsing Room, both
in the Union, have been runover and temporarily discarded
and speech graduate students have been shoved into Offenhauer Towers.
CHEER the Student Legal Services committee for reaching
$29,100 of their $30,000 goal. And CHEER Brian Baird and
Leigh Hollingsworth for their work on the program this
summer when it looked as if student legal services would
succumb to administrative axes. However, the committee
must take note that $15,000 to $20,000 may not be enough to
pay the salary of a qualified lawyer.

J

Reagan evading law
while non-combat kills
When is combat not combat? When Truman that one does not need to
the president is distorting our lan- declare a war if one simply renames
guage in order to evade our law. To it a "police action."
the reported suprise of our Marines in
Lyndon Johnsom played a variation
on this warless form of war when he
got permission to engage in protective
reaction when fired on (as in the Gulf
of Tonkin). From that ill-advised but
limited congressional permission, be
conjured up an authorization to engage in full-scale war.
Lebanon, the president has declared
what they are engaged in is not combat If he could talk to the men killed
in this non-combat, he would no doubt
explain to them their deaths were
non-deaths. Anything to avoid obeying the War Powers Act. If presidents
are above the law, they must be above
the language. Besides, next year is
1964, and Orwell's novel taught us that
"war is peace."
There is nothing new in this. President Reagan was already waging an
illegal war, using an illegal instrument, in Nicaragua. We should not be
surprised if be adds another country
to his list of undeclared presidential
wars. We have made this a Derogative
of the president's office.
Truman did it in Korea. Eisenhower
in Iran and Guatemala. Kennedy in
Cuba. Johnson in Vietnam. Nixon
ditto. Only Carter managed to get
through a full presidential term without running a little presidentall war
on the side - and we decided he wasn't
quite manly enough to be president.
After all, what kind of man would not
go in for some unauthorized killing on
the side?
There are two ways for a president
to wage unconstitutional war in our
time. The first is simply not to let the
nation know its men and money are
being used in clandestine wars. That
was Eisenhower's approach in Iran
and Guatemala, and Kennedy's in
Cuba. President Reagan has taken
this approach to new levels of affrontery - he keeps waging covert war in
Nicaragua even when it has become
overt to everyone else in the world
except Reagan himself.
The other way to have a war without declaring it constitutionally is to
declare that one's own war is not
really a war. Dean Acheson gets the
credit for inventing this circumvention of the law. He assured President

President Nixon took up this war
and made not even a gesture of compliance toward the Constitution. Then
he added to the warless war in Vietnam a secret war in Cambodia, combining both the now-customary
methods of evading the Constitution.
It made it doubly disgraceful for
Jimmy Carter to follow these virtuosos of presidential combat and not
indulge in even one of the two methods recommended to him by his predecessors'record.
President Reagan is making
amends for that. He has waged his
covert overt war in Nicaragua; and
now he plays the Acheson renaming
game to defy the War Powers Act. He
just blithely says that combat is not
combat
Then why are our troops armed
against specific enemies facing them
in Lebanon, and firing? What Is this,
war games? Then why are the victims
real? Or is it a United Nations police
action? But we have seen that that
was just a term for evading the law.
Richard Nixon came to office saying he wanted to rescue this country
from lax observance of the Constitution, calling himself a "strict constructionist?' Then he construed the
Constitution widely enough to let him
bomb countries secretly and arrest
masses of people illegally.
Ronald Reagan shows he Is a "conservative" of that sort, holding that
Congress and the Constitution should
not get in the way of the presidential
right to make war when and where he
cares to, so long as he does not admit
he is making war, or denies the fact
that war is war. Isn't it nice to have a
real man back In office?
Gary Wills la a columnist lor the
Universal Press Syndicate.
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sense not all the business people I
would encounter, primarily men,
would have as much confidence in me
as my editor and other cohorts did, or
show me a fraction of the respect I
received in the newsroom. Most disgruntling of all, I was rudely awakened to the fact that discrimination
and sexist verbiage is still alive and
well to some degree in the "real"
world.
by
Unfortunately, the doors to reality
Julie Thornton
were opened on my first story where I
interviewed J. Peter Grace, head of
President Reagan's Private Sector on
Cost Control, before he spoke to more
Irwin, "the grande dame of Cleveland than 400 marketing executives at the
feminists," was recognized for the 70 48th Annual Sales 4 Marketing Execyears of ardent support she has shown utive International Congress.
toward the rights of women.
Grace, who is also cnalrman and
Four other University students and chief executive officer of W.R. Grace
myself attended this ceremony as and Co., seemed to have a little troupart of a press corps who were cover- ble remembering my name during the
ing all the events o? the Ohio Newspa- interview and thought maybe this
per's Association's 50th convention of "sweetheart" would prefer hearing
which the presentation of the Gover- about the economy's poor state in a
nor's Awards was a part.
bedtime story.
When the ceremony was over, the
A few days later, I received a letter
other four students and I went over to which apologized for the contalk to her. Her words remained denscending way he had treated me.
humbled but the tone of her voice was It mentioned that he thought I had
not quivering anymore.
done a fine job and be never would
She began telling us how she had have "picked on me had he known I
marched 50 years ago and that we, as was an intern." He also included a
women, did not need to do that any- statement that said I should be sucmore. "This is the 80s," she said. She cessful in my career if this story was
added that if we do march, it should an example of my work. Nothing like
be straight to the Hill.
a reassuring back-handed compli"We need to get in there and slit ment.
their political throats," were her
Later on in the summer, I attended
words of advice.
a luncheon where more than 25 antiStill admiring her spunky modesty, trust lawyers were gathered to view a
I laughed and thought "Yes, this is the teleconference of William Baxter, as80s, But I'm not going to have to go sistant attorney general, through a
quite that far for respect."
satellite television appearance.
Almost a year later, I find myself
The lawyers questioned my being
laughing at my thoughts back then, there because they did not understand
rather than at her somewhat dra- what type of story I would get out of It
matic words.
I was beginning to hope they bad a
This summer I was an intern for point as Baxter began talking about
The Cleveland Plain Dealer. My beat treble damages and cooperative efwas business reporting where I cov- forts among companies to pursue
ered anything from youth unemploy- research and development, both of
ment to a chief executive officers which were new to me.
thoughts on how the nation can rid
But my editor had sent me and so I
itself of deficit spending.
soaked up and wrote down everything
At age 21 with little business back- I could and then went back to the
ground behind me, I will be the first office where I wrote the story which
one to admit that many of the stories I appeared in the next day's paper.
was required to generate were someLater on that week, my editor ran
what difficult. But that never stopped into one of the antitrust lawyers who
me from tackling my assignments had attended this luncheon. He
eagerly with an attitude that I was wanted to know who that "young
willing to learn and find out every- thing" was who attended the meeting.
thing I needed to know. After all, my
In my editor's words, the lawyer did
editor would not have let me take on not think I would be able to handle the
assignments if he did not think I could topic at hand but admitted he was
do them well.
surprised that I grasped on to what
Throughout the summer, I began to was said.

Back-handed compliments were
abound this summer.
Another woman had the pleasure of
standing out with me during a press
conference held prior to The Baker
Material Handling Corp's "The 1983
Olympiad." This was an event where
the corporation introduced and compared its new fork-lift models through
games illustrating qualities such as
0ft capacity and speed. Neither of us
asked questions during the 10-minute
period and the man heading it made
note of this before he was ready to end
the conference.
"I see the women don't have any
questions," was his remark. The
other woman, a writer for a fork-lift
trade publication, wondered with me
what gender the others who did not
ask questions were.
There were a few other times this
summer when I wondered if someone
had forgotten my name and rather
than admitting it preferred referring
to me as honey or sweetie. Then there
were the times when my marital

status was inquired about and my
outward appearance was commented
on while everyone was supposedly
working.
Maybe I was a little naive and
stupid not to occasionally expect this
type of treatment, especially
in the
''highly complicated7 field. Then
again, I grew up believing women had
come a long way and had never encountered any disproof to that thought
in such demeaning ways.
An annual Jo Irwin Award is currently given by the National Organization for Women to a female who has
done the most toward achieving political Justice for women in the previous
year.
A winner of that award I will probably never be. But my thought to
slitting political throats now? Bless
her heart.
Julie Thornton, editor of the News, la
a senior news/editorial major from
Columbus.
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Sexism in advertising subtle to define
It's time we sit down and think long
and hard, at least a minute or two, on
the moral condition of our species. In
particular, let's think about sexism.

so let's talk about all sexism in advertising as one big crime against society.
Many despise the use of scantilyclad females in advertising, or at
least it would seem to be a popular
concern of our time. Myself - I'm
upset about the depiction of males as
ignorant, know-nothings concerning
family and household; as the bumbling klutz in the kitchen. There is a
problem, though, when we start generalizing specific examples in adverEven more particular, let's talk about tising to a whole class of people. Often
sexism in advertising - that devil- an advertisement is not a statement
inspired phenomenon that haunts us about the social worth of a whole class
through all media.
of people, rather an instance aimed at
It's hard to decide, at times, who we a select group. We can be fairly
are to blame for this evil. Do we single certain there are men who can surput the advertising profession for vive in the kitchen, and women who
blame? an individual or organiza- wear clothes.
tion? or the couple who advertises
Maybe we should look at the nature
their preference to adopt a newborn of the product or event being adverfemale baby? The problem is so far- tised to determine sexism. If an event
reaching to point the finger at one does actually include half-dressed
might be randomly punishing one women, such as movies, burlesque or
person for the riot. And we donT want rush parties; and if the advertisement
to discriminate in matters of justice- is properly representative of that

Editorial annual attack
on trots, reader says
It appears to be that time of year
again for a select few at the hierarchy
of the BG News to attack a Bowling
Green fraternity. This, of course,
comes as no surprise as it has apparently become an annual event for our
campus newspaper to stir up controversy with another fraternity indictment.
The BG News, in its Thursday, Sept.
8, editorial, accused Theta Chi fraternity of distributing a flyer for rush
which was "misleading and an insult
to not only sororities but all women."
I disagree.
There will probably always be a
small minority of women insecure
with sexuality and femininity who will
cry "sexism'' in response to an illustration of a female with less than
three layers of clothes on. In my
opinion, this select group of women
does not at all reflect toe views of
women on campus.
Indeed, as the flyers were being
distributed and put up around campus
there were a large number of Univer-

sity women who saw, read and remarked about the flyer, not one of
which viewed the illustration as demeaning.
One need only sit on the Business
Administration Building steps between classes to find University
women at least as scantily clad as the
flyer depicts. Are they sexist or an
insult to all women?
In conclusion, I find it Ironic that
the very same illustration, with the
addition of bunny ears, has appeared
as a paid ad in the BG News the last
several years for the Theta Chi Annual Playboy Party Rush. Why wasn't
the Illustration accused of sexism
then? Could it be that it. appeared in

event, then maybe we don't have an
example of sexism. Ah. there are
already problems of definition arising: what is properly representative?, what is derogatory?, what is
sexism?
This summer, a friend from France
was discussing the nature of advertising in his country. He informed me
that such a cry of "sexist!" does not
exist in his part of the nation. In fact,
he said an advertising firm recently
placed a billboard ad of a large
woman, with something along the
lines of "watch me undress" written
underneath. Sure enough, the next
month she was naked, with the firm's
name displayed prominently. My
friend went on to explain that was
only the tip of the iceberg, that such
practices are common, that such ads
are considered more an art form than
an outrage. Given that many of our
trends originate in Europe, but also
given the vehement disapproval of
such ads by certain sects within our
culture, it will be interesting to watch
the changes in the nature of our

advertising in the next years. And
we'll have to wonder if such advertising is a moral degradation of all or
part of society, or simply a statement
about a specific part of society in a
specific situation at a specific event of
time.. .or crazier yet-might it be an
art form?
I'm not advocating sexism In advertising or anywhere - Lord knows we
have enough problems with equal pay
for equal work, and the overall fair
treatment of people. What I am saying is the line between sexism and art
and marketing strategies may be
difficult to draw. Sometimes we pull
meanings out of ads, such as sexism,
when that meaning isn't intended; a
meaning that to many, would not
even be there unless we call attention
to it. I've gotta run, my supper's
burning.
Timothy Thompson, columnist and
cartoonist tor toe News, is a doctoral
candidate In communications from
North Royalton, Ohio.

their publication and helped pay the UAO on their bringing ot Spirit I, a
cost of printing the naner?
Cleveland-based reggae band, to the
campus on Saturday, Sept 17 as part
I suggest the BG News find more of UAO's first Fall Feat festivities.
worthwhile and relevant issues to
We welcome any efforts by campus
address in its editorial, rather than organizations, such as UAO, and
attempt to stir up controversy with WBGU-FM, (88.1) who airs six hours
another BGSU fraternity.
of reggae music, to Introduce reggae
music - Bob Marley's music - to our
Milch Konkli
campus. We hope to continue to work
710 Seventh St Apt 11
with all campus groups to keep Bob's
music alive in Northwest Ohio. The
spirit of the Rastafarian reggae genUAO lauded, brings
ius lives on!

reggae band here

The Committee to Commemorate
Bob Marley (CCMB) applauds the

KeHh A. Nedoera, Coordinator
Committee to Co«iMnewwrate lob Marley
425 Thurttln, • 0

by T. Downing and T. Cleary

Clear Views
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Autumn

festival
scheduled
for Sat.

A Fall-ish good time is scheduled
this Saturday at College Park where
bands, food and games will be
aplenty.
In coniuntion with the Theta Chi
Fraternity, University Activities Organization will hold a free Fall Festival from noon to 7p.m.
According to Mary Myers, UAO
vice president, the purpose of the
festival is to "provide a fun-filled
entertaining day for the entire campus."
Hie bands range in music with
Spirit I playing reggae at 1:30 p.m.;
The Euclid Beach Band playing
Beach Boys music at 3 p.m.; Honey,
an all girl group who will play rock-nroll at 4:30 p.m.; and the Bowlers,
finishing up the entertainment at 6
p.m. with music from the 60s and 70s.
The fifth band has not been decided.
With the semester change, UAO has
done away with Good Times weekend
which was annually held in the spring.
Classes letting out so early in the year
was a problem, Myers said, and UAO
decided this festival would be a good
way to start the year.
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20/20 features historian
by Erin Eimont
monoging editcx

As late as 1920 there were 200,000
one-room schoolhouses across the
country and University doctoral student, Andrew Gulliford, would like
this "unique educational opportunity" to once again become the norm,
not the exception.
"Americans have built smaller
cars; they should build smaller
schools." he said.
His knowledge of the one-room
schoolbouse will be featured in a
documentary segment of ABC's 20/20
program in October. The producer of
the program, Gordon Freedman and
his staff flew into Bowling Green
Friday from Washington to interview
Gulliford and Dr. David Elsass, former dean of the College of Education
and present director of the Educational Memorabilia Center.
The Educational Memorabilia Center, located in a one-room schoolhouse
next to the Department of Public
Safety Building, will be featured in
the segment along with a one-room
schoolhouse in Montana.
Gulliford's interest in the area of
one-room schools blossomed after
reading published articles from a
Crfessor friend and meeting Esma
wis, a 93-year-old retired school
teacher who has taught in a one-room
schoolhouse for 60 years.
HIS EXPERTISE in the area of the
one-room schoolhouse is the basis for
his soon-to-be released book, "Country School Legacy: One Room Schools

in American Life and Landscape."
Lewis' contribution to the education
of others resulted in Gulliford dedicating his book to her. He describes
Lewis as a "living institution."
In 1980, Gulliford served as program director and grant author of a
two-year, $275,000 National Endowment for the Humanities entitled,
"Country School Legacy: Humanities
on the Frontier."
The noted author, photographer,
educator and lecturer chose Bowling
Green's program to complete his doctorate because, he said, it "encompasses a wide variety of different
disciplines" including history, art,
literature and politics.
"Generally. I'm interested in the
American West and it's changing, and i
want to be a chronicler of that change
as a photographer, historian and author"
— Andrew Gullitord

bother me."
Life in the Great Plains has become
a special focal area in Gulliford's
work as an historian, author and
photographer. His historical study of
the area has resulted in books, articles and documentaries on the subject.
"Generally, I'm interested in the
American West and it's changing, and
I want to be a chronicler of that
change as a photographer, historian
and author.
In the near future, Gulliford plans
to write a book on the homesteading
experience and the "personal anguish
of the experience."
"Everybody looks at 'Little House
on the Prairie' and says what a fun
thing to do," he said, claiming this is a
"saccarine view of history."
Gulliford's sojourn to Bowling
Green leaves little time for his favorite pasttimes which include skiing and
spending time insulated from the rest
of the world.
"I'm never happier than when I'm
out in the middle of nowhere. .. That's heaven for me," he
said.

However, Gulliford's move east
from his native Colorado has not
come without sacrifice, namely leaving the west and its climate.
The 29-year-old, self-proclaimed
history "maverick" is determined not
to leave this area for the next three »»i slopes, uuuuuru sain ne nas Deer
years until he has completed his doc- impressed by the friendliness of the
torate in the American Culture pro- people and the cooperation of the
Sam. He quickly confides if he wereacademic departments.
return to Colorado for any length of
He and his wife, Stephanie Moran,
time he might not come back to Ohio. gave up secure teaching positions to
"MANY OF THE graduate students pursue fellowships at the University;
who come to BG are dismayed by the Gulliford working as a teaching fellow
flatness," he said, "but I grew up in in photography while his wife is teachthe Great Plains and that doesn't ing in English.

bg news staff/Patrick Sandor

Andrew Gulliford

The Rock You've
Been Waiting For

Tuesday Special
One Day Only

FALCON
SPORTS TALK

Fall Handbags
(Entire Stock)
Canvas-Corduroy- Vinyls
Leathers

With your hosts

Scott Hyttenhove and Gary Pala
Interviewing players and coaches
from BGSU each week!

30% Off
Open Tues. Eve. till 9:00

8 - 9 pm TUESDAYS!

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Sportsline Numbers

lot block West of McDonald Dorms
----------

372-2354

Body-building Student Price
perms
$30 with cut
CALL RON OR MINDY 352-2107

372-2418

ROMAN'S
Stadium Plaza. 1616 E. Woostrr, B.C.

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.

$1 OFF
Any large pizza
with TWO or more items

through the day So ■wy''* •**•¥• treeh-ajeJ hfce
our K4mciK)T(FrMChcMn.«
Wtf. ataiS the ma-fle atoty Orop by and laaae
our Butkarm* Battues k* yourae* Ope* up an
artra down tor the tamty
And enroy mam happV,
- after

Why are our new BuMvmaV BatcuO to fcHTl
andaoccui* Cauee mmea* emihegoud
ott'taaVMonM MCy-htvn idMcri
First ** Mrt •* the beat ingredwnti-M*
•MlbuMnn* Than we rt* rr* dough to ju«t It*
ngtrt iheKneaa and cut out eatcfi baa* oy hand
**•*•■» pop •mwtour'WmtmCiAtH**wnera they're beMd up «tmaf batchea a*

|Q«5*

Free Delivery

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 9/30/83

Kgntacky Frito Chickm
Of IN 4 p.m

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
iCOUPON*

91 OFF
Any medium pizza
with TWO or more items
|0<$* Free Delivery

See your Jostens' representative for a complete selection of rings
and details of Jostens' Creative Financing Plans.

PLACE:

Unl

•llUtm>taUmm
10*9 fcapavlrttONffl

■■aMrmmaal

$

1.49 |»|.49
2-PIECE

2-PIECE
MEAL
lHaoaaM

WMNMMlim

■itaxou.
I»» ha'W>«:

• aataWaaaisai I

*« » Y Bookatora

s

h-

Hour*: Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza In B.C
—TVM «n>i

50<r OFF
Rny small pizza or large SU6

, ,t

Jostens' college rings offered dairy at your bookstore

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

MEAL

• irtKMriOktM
• hlWMMilmi
• tanmat

DATE: Tueeday. Sapt. 13
■nmf;. 10:00-4:00

*l.49 ♦1.49
a-pmcE

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 9/30/83

OPtN 4 p.m

10-13-83.

vwTeatunng —
Fresh-loked Buttermilk Biicuiti Mod* From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

%rtucky Fried Chicken,
1020 N. Moin - B.G. - 352-2041

J^griellcft' Free Delivery
l"TZZCl
Off N 4 p.m.
352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
PI
EXPIRES 0/30/83
Voted Best Pizza In B.C

—r™ i™
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T»U*E»S«D«A«Y
ADULTS '1.99
A Chopped Sleok or Filel of Fi»h Dinner with Baked Potato,
Worm Rolf with Butter and Our All-You-Con-Eat Salad Bar, or
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just 12.49

CHILDREN .99
Hamburger or Hoi Dog with Choice of Pototo
and Pudding or Gelatin.

PONDEBOSA

Regulations affect bikes
by Marcy Grand*
stall reporter
Campus Safety and Security, now known as the
Department of Public
Safety/Police Division,
has become more strict in
enforcing traffic regulations pertaining to bicycle
operation than they have
been in the past.
"As of now, traffic laws
that apply to bicyclists are
strongly in effect," Sgt.
Charlotte Starnes, coordinator of Crime Prevention/Com m unity
Relations, said.
The reason for the
crackdown, according to
Starnes, is due to the influx
of bikes at this time of

year, and too many bicyclists and pedestrians have
been injured because bicycle operators fail to obey
traffic laws other motor
vehicles must follow.
"There are always bikes
swerving between people
walking, and that's how
many accidents are
caused. Bikes are supposed to yield to pedestrians," Starnes said.
From the list of University/city bicycle regualtions, Starnes singled out
the observance of traffic
signs and signals.
"Once bicyclists are in
the street, they are subject
to all laws and ordinances
regulating motor and vehicular traffic," she said,
adding patrolmen have already begun to ticket bicyclists for failing to stop at
ES THE traffic

signal ordinances, there
are many other University
ordinances Starnes
stressed the students
should be aware of, although she did not comment on how strict these
particular ordinances
would be applied. They include the registration, reflector, headlight, warning
device and brake requirements.
Dean Gerkens, director
of University police, said
while it is possible for bike
owners to be cited for having no license registration
with the city, the regulations are not really enforced.

stolen. For instance, If a
student reports a stolen
red Schwinn, there's not a
whole lot we could do.
Now, we'd have something
to go on if the bike was
registered. It only costs a
buck or two, and it could be
done here (in the Public
Safety Building) or at the
court house,
Gerkens
said.
One of the regulations
Gerkens specified from the
list is the one giving University officers the right to
impound all bicycles that
are not secured with a lock
in addition to those parked
in hazardous areas or
spaces that block pedestrian crossing.

"But these ordinances
are for the good of the
students. It would help a
lot for identification purposes if bikes were registered in the event they are

"ITS A SHAME the
beautiful bikes we have to
confiscate for violating
these regualtions. Then
when a student comes to

claim their bike, he may
not be able to prove its his,
and we may run into the
problem of it not being
registered,''Gerkens sairl
In the spring, the bikes
that are not claimed and
cannot be identified are
auctioned off by University
Activities Organization,
and the money is given to
charity, Gerkens said.
Part of the ordinance
dealing with parking states
any bike locked to an object other than a bike rack
constitutes a violation and
is subject to penalty and/or impoundment. However, Starnes implied the
difficulty in enforcing this
ordinance since there are a
lack of bike racks around
campus.
To combat this discrepancy, Starnes will soon
take action to improve the
bike rack situation.

Campus cops get new name
As a result of a survey
conducted last semester by
a student group, Campus
Safety ana Security has
changed its name to the
Department of Public
Safety/ Police Division,
according to Dean Gerkens, associate director.
The survey indicated the
word "security" confused
students about to whom
they should report crimes
and other events, Gerkens

said.
"We would hear about
things second hand from
the city police when CamC Safety should have
died the calls," Gerkens said, adding security
lends the idea « being a
special type of service employing 6 feet 2 inch, 200pound guards.
Under the Public Safety
Department, over which
William Bess still presides,

LIONEL RICHIE
and the
POINTER SISTERS
CONCERT
Departure time: 6:20p.m.
Date: Sept. 16
Location: Union loading dock

there are now three divisions. Two are the University police of which
Gerkens is in charge and
the parking and traffic division directed by Jean
Yarnell.
"Another reason for the
name change is because of
the addition of a new division which is the environmental services," Gerkens
said.
Headed by Daniel Par-

ratt, the new environmental services division
presides over such functions as proper food operations, building inspections,
maintaining and installing
alarms and smoke detectors and handling safety
hazards.
"In the future, the patrol
cars will say Campus Police instead of Campus
Safety and Securiy," Gerkens said.

CANCER.
NOT KNOWING
THE RISKS IS YOUR
GREATEST RISK.

Bring Student I.D

?-4>

ELECTIONS
ARE SOON!!!!

One gfass

you'll never
skip.

Petitions now
available for on and off-campus
district representatives in: *
405 Student Services

Unde'D'aduslf Sludent Go»e'nma«i

Together We Are
The Student Body"
Petitions due: Fri. Sept.16, 5p.m.
-J*

Elections on 9-28 and 9-29

i-rto^*

tn

"1

B&W HALL
Hall available for Parties, Dances,
Dinners, Banquets, etc.
Hall Rental Includes: Decorations,
Linen Tableclothes, Bar Room Facilities,
and All Clean-Up
Catering also Available

B&W HALL
Rte. 281 Wayne, OH.
288-2072
Call Early for Christmas Party Reservations.
* — — — — — —— — — —[-^ —— — —-»• T--

TUESDAY SPECIAL

ALL YOU CAN EAT

CHOW MEIN OVER RICE OR SPAGHETTI
(includes salad bar)

1450 E. WOOSTER STREET * NIGHTLY SPECIAL: 8-11pm
1/3 lb. Burger, 1/3 lb Fries & Lsrge Coke $2.29

SI DOES YOUR GROUP NEED MONEY?
j
• ;THE FALCON SPORTS FESTIVAL CAN HELP!!! \
B.G.S.U. ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
I

Available at your
favorite tavern or
local carry out

is sponsoring the

FALCON SPORTS FESTIVAL \
October 9 - 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
At B.G.S.U. Whittaker Track & Athletic Facilities
:
:

t

• Iff*In MA'

353-BEER

Bowling Green Beverage

■ -ti..Wn*»,«i.>«rt«il

353-BEER

If your Mrarlty, fraternity, club, group, team, derm, or daportawnt
iteMk morwy, w. con h.lp Th. FMCON SfO«T$ KSTIVAl I, an •nloyabw
way la tupport th. i.G.I.U. Athl.tk Program and rait, funds for your
group at trwtom. tlnw.

I

S

•J

■OtU Athletic Dept. 972-240
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SLS Board elections halted
by Janet Beyer
slot! reporter

The Student Legal Service* Board met last night
to discuss some of the
goals for the semester.
elect new officers and
make committee appointments. However, only five
representatives of the 11
organisations on the board
were in attendance so elections were postponed until
Friday morning.

"I was disappointed that
more people didn't show
up," Leigh HoUingsworth,
summer chair of the Student Legal Service Board,
said.
Several groups have not
had their organizational
meetings and have not
elected their representative to the board, she
added.
Some action will be
taken if the lack of attendance continues,

HoUingsworth said.
According to the bylaws
for SLS, the members of
the board must meet an
attendance policy to retain
their seats.
The first time a member
misses a meeting, a letter
is sent to them and the
president of the organization represented which explains the policy,
HoUingsworth said.
IF IT HAPPENS a sec-

ond time the organization
loses it's seat and Is replaced by another organization applying for a
position, she said;.
Another major issue discussed at last night's meeting concerned the
incorporation of the SLS
program.
Originally the SLS program was to be incorporated because it was
thought to make people
aware that it was a non-

Tuesday. Sept. 13,1963

profit organization and allowed to solicit funds,
HoUingsworth said.
However, the idea of incorporation was formed in
a pressure situation and
the legal aspects were not
checked, she said, and it
has since been learned that
it Is not legal to incorporate the program.
However, it should not
really have an effect on the
program, she said.

Inefficiency problem

Students study poorly
COLUMBUS (AP) -Poor
study habits, which serve
as roadblocks to academic
success, are tripping up
many of today's students,
say Columbus school officials.
"A lot of kids get in trouble because tbey are inefficient not because they
don't have the wherewithal." Tom Leidich. Columbus Public Schools
supervisor of instruction in
the division of elementary
schools, said.
Too many students may
be doing homework while

watching television, paying more attention to
friends than to geometry in
study haU, being disorganized in their approach to
learning and having trouble motivating themselves.
BUI Benninger blames
the school system.
"You have to spend the
first IB years of your life in
school, and no one teaches
you how to do it effectively," Benninger, a psychologist and former
teacher who directs a howto-study workshop for students as young as 12, at

Ohio State University,
said.
JIM FURGASON
blames the students, half
of whom he estimates have
poor study habits. They
aren't using skills they are
taught, Furgason, assistant superintendent of middle and high schools for
Columbus Public Schools,
said.
At Eastmoor High
School, half of the students
have a significant problem
motivating themselves,
said Principal Roger Dumaree. And he says his

school is typical.
Ideally, students should
learn effective study habits in elementary school.
While most Columbus
schools apparently don't
offer courses on how to
study, teachers stress good
study habits, Evelyn
Luckey, assistant superintendent for Columbus elementary schools, said.
Elementary students
learn outlining, proofreading, taking notes, test
skills, memorization and
bow to foUow directions,
Luckey said.
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DebZiel
Mary Bosch
Kris Frost
Renee Rigney
Sue Doman
Kym Johnston

Cheryl Vadakin

<**.

Outstanding Pledge: Deb Zkl

■ft BOSH 0PBX1Q

L Sat. Sept.

i2noon-7:oODm
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BASH RIPROCK'S
128 W. Woostcr

SUBMARINES
Al Si*. Serued nth Lettuce. Tomato, Onions, Moyo, PkHt Wedge, and Potato Chips
(Hot r\ppm on Request),
f
TumSakd
1-99
CMdttaSehd
1.99

to

CO

■COUPON-

to
to

<?
CNJ

IO
CO

$1.50 OFR
X—LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA

«

COLLEBE PARK

<N

■o

Beth Raimy
Betsy Rader
Beth Hayward
Cathy Roads
Jennifer Swope
Carlye Anthony

5 live bands • food* beverages •
games • contests • prizes • fun

Public Relations Student Society of America

CO

to

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Proudly Present Our
Newly Initiated Sisters in the Bond:

FALL FEST '83

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Wed., Sept. 14
'
7:30 p.m.
116 B.A.

**75* OFF ■
MEDIUM
1 ITEM
PIZZA

—COUPON—

Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times et campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
most be turned in typed
and doable spaced one
week prior to the scheduled event. Please include
a contact name and number where we can verify
the information.

FALL INTO A UTUMN

10
in

$1.00 OFF
LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA

White Water - A weesend of white water rafting
(Sept. 23-25) on the New
River in West Virginia Is
being sponsored by UAO.
Cost for the trip is |60 and
Includes transportation
and rafting expenses. FuU
payment Is due at the time
of registration. Sign-up
ends Sept 21 at 5 p.m. in
the UAO Office.
Homecoming - Applications for seniors hoping to

- University
Theater is holding auditions for the Anton Chekhov play "The Three
Sisters" on Sept 12 and 13
at 7 p.m. in 403 University
HaU Also auditions for
•Talkin' Bout Love" wfll
be held in 405 University
HaU on the same days, at 7
pjn.

The Sisters of

This year, some elementary schools will use the
Ginn Reading Program.
which emphasizes life and
study skills and stimulates
students to process what
they read, Leidich said.
StiU, many are entering
' school iU prepared,
1 Thistlewaite, who
a study skills
course in the Columbus
schools reading department, said.
"At this age, you can't
tell a kid what he should be
doing," she said. "He has
to decide for himself."

Celeste organizes
library committee
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
John Martin, of the AmeRichard Celeste has ritrust Co. in Cleveland,
named members of a com- was named as a banking
mittee that win seek solu- representative as required
tions for the long-term by the law, while the folfunding of Ohio's local li- lowing were appointed as
braries.
Ubrary representatives:
The public library fiA. Robert Rogers, li.nancing and support com- brary science dean at Kent
mittee was created by this State University; Dennis
year's budget bill, which Fedor, member of the
calls for the 1987 repeal of Lakewood Library Board
the intangible personal of Trustees; Steven Hawk,
property tax, currently the Akron-Summit County
major funding source. PubUc Ubrary; Judith CoThat tax is levied at the leman, director of the Tusrate of 5 percent on earn- carawas County PubUc
ftigs from
■HUta
UUUA stocks,
3MA.aj( bonds,
uunuo,
iiiui<U¥. uiu
liUiua Harfst
luuiai, *,,
Library,
and Linda
ISTIBSJB ■nd-ntim kwist ~-of■ WehwnviHe, dhettui of ■
the Ohio VaUey PubUc Liments.
The committee is to braries.
make recommendations
Legislative members of
for funding by the end of the committee, named earner, are Sens. Neal ZimIMS.
Celeste named Barbara mers, D-Dayton, and Sam
Latham, of Berea, and Speck, D-New Concord,
Barbara Massey, of and Reps. Dean Conley, DSpringfield, as consumer Columbus, and Robert Cormembers of the commit- bin, R-Dayton.
tee

Registration
forms for men interested
in playing intramural tennis can be obtained at 201
Memorial HaU. Entry
deadline is today at i p.m.

be crowned as Homecoming Senior Representative
on Oct. 8 wUl be accepted
in the UAO office until
Thursday (Sept IS) at S
pjn.
Yora Kipper - The Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur
is Friday and Saturday
(Septemberl«-17). Students wishing transportation to services at Toledo
synagogues should contact
either Professor David
Weinberg, 372-2940, or David Wolinsky, 686-5205.
Fe&ewship - Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
will bold a service of music, prayer and fellowship
for all students in Prout
Chapel at 7 p.m. For more
information caU Barb
Fieger at 372-1008.
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Cheese

129
2J9
2.49
2.49
2.69
2.89

£-*«»
Roast Beer

..
Corned Beel.
Rucbea

SALADS
TbssedSalad
Cottage Cheese and Peach Salad
Stuffed Tomato with Chicken Salad
with Tuna Salad
Include. Hard Boiled Egg and PUMe Wedge
TacoSalad
Cottage Cheese, Egg Salad and Choice of
Chicken or Tuna Salad
Chefs Salad

2J9
2.59

Soup of the Day

New England Clam Chowder

Extras:
Suns. American. Cheddar Cheese of Provolone .
Steed Eg.
Mushrooms
MEXICAN SPECIALTIES
TbrSUPtaa
,
with Cheese, Tomatoes, Onions. Green Peppers, Black Olives
with Ground Bed
Nacho Chips and Cheese Sauce
Nacho Chips and Large Cheese Sauce
Nacho Chips and Bean Dip

2.49
2-99
1.39
1-79
149

Jumbo Taco

1-39

with Sour Cream
Taco Salad
Tostads.
BeeiTbstado
CheeseBunito
with Retried Beans
Beer and Cheese Burrilo
with Retried Beans

1-69
2.19
199
2.49
1-99
2.29
2.49
2.79

20
25
.30

BASH POTATOES
Giant Baked Idaho Potato Cowered with the Following Toppings:
Whipped Creamy Butter
SourCream
CheddarCheese
Cheddar Cheese 4 Butter
Cheddar Cheese 8c Sour Cream
Cheddar CheeseS: Bacon
Cheddar Cheese & Ground Beel
Broccot and Cheese Sauce
Sour Cream, Cheddar Cheese & Bacon
Sour Cream, Butter tc Bacon
Sour Cream. Cheddar Cheese & Ground Beel

I-1'
I-19
1A
*
>-'9
9
I'
!■?»
« -79
2.09
2.09
2.09
2.09

Sour Cream, Butter & Cheddar Cheese
Mushrooms In Cream Sauce
Mexican (Spicy Nacho Cheese, Onions 4 Green Peppers)
Beef&roganoff

2.09
2.09
2.09
2.29

Chicken Ala King
Mushrooms in Cream Sauce & Ground Beel
Mexican wiih Ground Beel .
Crabmeat & Butter
Mushrooms in Cream Sauce with Crabmeat
Lr Any Toppings May be Combined at Your Request.

2.29
2.39
....

«■••

2.39

J.69
"

z

79
DESSERTS

Cherry Topped Cheese Cake
Blueberry Topped Cheese Cake
Strawberry Topped Cheese Cake
Dessert of the Day

129
129
1.29
SIDE ORDERS

Cole Slaw

35

Potato Salad

35

Macaroni Salad
Hard Boiled Egg

35
25
SNACKS

Basket of Chips. Pretzels, or Popcoi i
■sAGELS
Butter
Deam Cheese
Cheese
Tuna Salad
Chicken Salad

59
99
99
1.39
1.39

Ham
Salami
Turkey
RoastBeel

1.69
1.59
1.79
189

Corned Beel

189

Rueben

199

Extras
Swiss, American, Cheddar or Provolone Cheese
Sliced Egg
Cream Cheese
Mushrooms:
BEVERAGES
Coke, Sprite, Tib, Mello Yello. Iced Tea
medium
large
pitcher
Milk. While or Choc
Coifee
Hot Tea
HerbalTe**
,

EAT IN - CARRY OUT - DELIVERY
BUY ANY BASHED POTATOE. MEXICAN SPECIALITY.OR SUBMARINE SANDWICH
AND RECEIVE A SECOND ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSOR VALUE FOR

HALF PRICE™

35

Choice at PUin. Onwm. G*fc a Hooty Hid R4*i

DISCOUNT COUPON
ASK ABOUT OUR
GROUP RATES FOR THAT
SPECIAL PARTY

2.19

SOUPS

189
2.99

J»
1.99
2.19
2.19

-coupon must be present with purchaseGood thru 9 18 83

20
25
25
25

small

.55
65
80
2.69
40
35
35
50

CALL FOR PROMPT
DELIVERY
STARTING at 5:00 MF,
12:00 noon Sat. & Sun.
354-3939
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Anti-Soviet Congress may support defense plans
WASHINGTON (AP) The destruction of Korean
Air Line* Flight 007 had
Congre* in abitter, antiSoviet mood as it returned
yesterday from a fiveweek summer recess, and
leaders of both parties
agreed President Reagan
is now far more likely to
get his way on defense
issues.
In the Senate, Republican and Democratic lead-

ers united behind a
resolution condemning the
Soviet Union for "a coldblooded attack on a commercial airliner," and "a
barbaric action" which
"will rank among one of
the most infamous and reprehensible acts of aviation
history."
The resolution is likely to
be approved unanimously
tomorrow. Similar action
is probable in the Democratic House later in the

"Over the longer term, we
week.
The Senate version urges can hope that the combination
of universal outrage
further U.S. sanctions
against the Soviet Union and the various sanctions
unless it apologizes for we can impose will conshooting down the Boeing vince the leadership of the
747 jumbo Jet and pays Soviet Union that murcompensation to the fami- dering innocent civilians
lies of all 269 people who does little to satisfy their
perished, including Rep. paranoid obsession with
Larry McDonald, D-Ga., security..."
and 60 other Americans.
A co-sponsor of the resoMajority Leader Howard lution, Minority Leader
Baker Jr., R-Tenn., said Robert Byrd, D-W. Va.,

said the attack on the Korean aircraft had left Cone
s
s
"shocked. . offended and
somber."
IN THE House, more
than a score of congressmen took the floor at the
first opportunity to express
their outrage at the Soviets, not only for the attack
but also for Moscow's refusal to allow other nations to
search the area where the

plane went down.
"This Stalinistic act may
be the most vivid demonstration of the Soviet mentality which rules the
nation and which has designs on subjugating the
rest of the world," Rep. Ike
Skelton, D-Mo.. said.
Rep. Gerald Solomon, RN.Y., said shooting down
the plane demonstrates
"the Soviet brand of communism is nothing but

liars and cheaters and human barbarians that have
no respect for human
rights and no respect for
human life itself."
The anti-Soviet mood extended to a host of foreign
affairs issues in both
chambers, including financing of the MX Intercontinental nuclear
missile, the role of Marines
in Lebanon and Reagan's
anti-leftist policies in Cen-

tral America.
Baker said the plane issue will "deepen concern
about the dancers of Soviet
conduct in the world and
will strengthen the president's request for a
stronger military."
But Baker said there
may also be new pressures
for arms control talks with
the Soviet Union because
of fresh realization of the
risks of nuclear war.

Doc says rapist craved power Home sales
AKRON, Ohio (AP) Driven by an obsession
with power, a Columbus

physician couldn't keep
himself from raping 38
women during a seven-

and has a disorder of the
mind that so impaired his
reason that he lacked the
ability to refrain from
doing the act," Dr. Shirley
Mink, a clinical psychologist from St. Paul, Minn.,
said.
"I believe that he tried
very hard to refrain from
doing these acts and was
unsuccessful in doing so,"
she said.
She said Dr. Edward
Franklin Jackson Jr. suffers from an obsessivecompulsive personality
disorder and a schizoidtype personality disorder.
Mink was the first of four
expert witnesses whom
Jackson's lawyers expect
to call, trying to prove
Jackson was insane when

yearperiod, a psychologist
testified yesterday,
"My opinion is, he had

^^

DELTA ZETA
*&

its NEW ACTIVES

•Brenda Schuring
•Nancy Stone
•Laura Wilson

Pam Anderson
Dena Bookout
Linda Halas

he committed tne crimes.
Jackson, 39, has pleaded
innocent by reason of insanity to 22 rape charges
and 38 related offenses at
issue in this trial. He will
be tried later on other rape
charges stemming from
attacks prior to 1978.
Mink said her diagnosis
was made after two personal interviews with
Jackson, one last May and
one on Sunday, a telephone
conversation with him and
a review of psychological
and intelligence tests and
his educational record.
SHE SAID her initial
analysis of a widely used
personality test administered to Jackson after his
arrest was of a "very se-

verely disturbed individual" with high levels of
hostility. According to
Mink, Jackson has no recollection of the initial moments when he attacked
the women, from the time
he entered their bedrooms
until he was able to tie
them up.
"In a way, this was irritating and frustrating to
him because gaining control and gaining power
were the main components
of his fantasy, and then he
couldn't even remember
doing it," she said.
The psychologist said
Jackson could only explain
his action by saying he
apparently wanted to destroy himself.

presents: the last area appearance of

Meadowview Court
Apartments

THOSE GUYS
Wed. Sept. 14, 1983
8:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
in the
GRAND BALLROOM
EUtr

M

WWNM

01

IMI

IM"urn*

wit*

214 Napoleon Road

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included "gas heat •laundry
Jaciljjies.j?d/apes "carpet •party & game
'•'* ** * rtJotn ^swimming pool 'sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

Ml

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$300-furnished $280-unfurnished
plus lights

CONVENIENT

I

Bowling Green, OH

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom

24-HOUR BANKING

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease

VIEW!
EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSF
Karen Hemsoth, Supervisor, University Banking Center
and Bowling Green State University Student Union Lobby
SWCU VBMM UNS AMD HUME*

FOR SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES

TREADWELL SAID the
National Association of
Realtors, which he represents at the Ohio Association of Realtors 74th
annual convention here
this week, will become increasingly active in supporting candidates for
political office who back
association goals of a balanced budget and relaxed
money supply.
"There are 0»j»e, nuipr
competitors for money, for
the savings in the economy: one is the homeowner, second is industry
and third is the government," Treadwell said.
"Unfortunately, their ability to compete for that
money is in reverse order.
The government is, obviously, most capable, industry second and the
individual homeowner
last.

PLANT
SALE
Sept. 14, 15, 16
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m
Promenade Lounge,
2nd floor Union

310 E. Wooster
352-4497/352-9814

DELIVERY SPECIAL
(Sunday thru Wednesday)

hft"r> »

Cora kit and prolm tiona I
»•• not included.

25* OFF
ALL SUBS

ETES EXAMINED IT N. KENNETH 8. lAUl, O.O.
•Standard door glat.plui— 400 lo — JOOCyl.
*" Exam priced ■eporately

AIL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Mid/Jm
M»mb«r F.O.I.C.

$4988

Including your chotc* ot ovw 1.000 currant from, foihioni. Tlntod. ptoiik. ovaraln.
out of •tech IOTHI prtcad higher.

• Minimum Deposit - $25.00
• No monthly maintenance fee
• Interest on account when the interest
exceeds $1.25 in any quarter
• $.30 for each withdrawal
• Monthly statement...showing transactions.
The statement will show service charges
for withdrawal and interest earned
• Initial charge of $3.00 for ABC Card

the Btnk mil lintns 10 its Neighbors

"THE QUESTION on everybody's mind that is paramount now is, is the
recovery going to continue?" Treadwell said.
"Historically, the bousing
industry has led the nation
out of its depressions' .. and this year was no
exception.
"There was a very sharp
increase in existing home
sales, which started late
last fail. In addition to that,
we've had a great increase
in new home starts, which

also started about that
same time."
The pickup in housing
sales was in direct response to a lowering in
mortgage interest rates,
Treadwell said.
"In the industrial Midwest, which Ohio is a part
of, we found that the sales
rebound was higher and
stronger than in many of
the Sunbelt areas, particularly those that are in the
oil-sensitive sectors of the
economy, such as Texas,
Oklahoma... areas which
had been very strong even
as late as 1962, he
sald."So it's interesting
that in the area that was
hardest hit, we've had the
greatest degree of recovery."

■WOCA1UNS AND HUNT

$29**
$49

Enjoy 24-hour banking, including a monthly
statement and interest
The ABC Saver account allows those who
have only a savings account to have
an ABC 24-Hour Teller Card.

5 Locations
^Bowling Oreen

CINCINNATI (AP) Ohio was not hit as hard as
some states when the housing market slumped, the
president of the Ohio Association of Realtors said
yesterday.
Stanley Gershuny of Cincinnati said home sales in
Ohio are "continuing on an
upward trend."
"At the present time,
there's a research piece
being put together... which we feel will show that
Ohio has not been hit as
hard as many other states
throughout the country in
the past recession,"
Gershuny said. "We've
suffered a little, we've had
a slight increase in mortgage rates... but at least
they're not rising and perhaps that's the piece of
sunshine we've all been
looking for."
National Association of
Realtors president-elect
Donald Treadwell said
other Midwest states,
which generally were hit
hardest, are showing the
biggest rebound in sales.
He predicted a leveling of
interest rates will spur real
estate transactions.

Buy a plant.. . Brighten your day!

ABC SAVERS

Mid American
National Bank
AlruitCo.

okay in Ohio

I

Burlington
Optical INC

1616 E. Wooster,
STADIUM PLAZA,
Bovvlinq Gi een

352-2533
IOMDO O"'0
)|7 3020

lOilOO 0«iC
4;; tllj

Minimum 2 Subs or 1 Super Duper
.25 Delivery Charge
DELIVERY STARTS DAILY AT 4:00 P.M.
Uplr.i

»/14/M
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PBS thrives,
bright future
dodges doom
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TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - has never looked
The doom predicted a year
ago for public television
'ith the new television
became of the growth of season getting started, edcable has become a boom ucational and arts profor the Public Broadcast- gramming on PBS has
ing System, its president received raves from telesaidvesterday.
vision reviewers.
"Toe year has passed
One of the network's preand those who were so miere attractions, "The
quick to bury us are now McNeil-Lehrer Report"
cheering our survival." expanded to an hour last
Lawrence Grossman, PBS week, the first weeknight
president told the Toledo network news program to
Rotary Club. "Our future be scheduled for a 60-min-

uterun.
CBS-TV had expected to
be the firsti of the networks
to f»p»' d its evening
news, Grossman said, but
the move there is on hold.
"Many of our friends in
the network newsrooms
are cheering for the hourlong McNeil-Lehrer report
ana hoping we can lead the
way in this area," Grossman said.
PBS has increased its
audience share by 50 per-

cent in the last five years
and its number of regular
viewers - those who watch
PBS programs at least
three hours a day - is up 18
percent tins year, GrossMORE IMPORTANT
than the numbers, which
represent s relatively
small share of the television-viewing public, are
two studies that show audience satisfaction is greater
with PBS than with any of

the three commercial networks, Grossman said.
The studies were conducted by a group of cable
television providers and
the National Association of
Broadcasters.
Despite all its good news,
PBS has had to live with
less money from the federal government. Its grant
was cut from $172 million
in 1982 to $130 million this
year.
One proposal has bud-

geted $75 million for the
1984 fiscal year, but Grossman said some members
of Congress have worked
to restore some of the
money because of the network's growing audience.
"There have been some
increases in corporate giving, but nothing near the
cuts we have absorbed. I'd
rather have somebody else
say it, but I think we've
proved ourselves," he
said.

School strike ends
ST. LOUIS (AP)-A tentative settlement was
reached yesterday between negotiators for striking teachers and the school
board that would end the
nation's largest school
strike, a board spokeswoman said.
The union and the school
board called a news conference to announce terms
of the agreement to end the
four-day strike in the
56,500-student district,
board spokeswoman
Marge Polcyn, said.
The agreement came as
the school board said it
was starting to fire the
strikers and begin hiring
replacements yesterday.
Union leaders for the
striking teachers were at a
private meeting and could
not be reached for com-

■

ment on the board's announcement.
The strikers, denying
school board charges they
had "abandoned" their
jobs, maintained their
picket lines today, despite
a Judge's back-to-work order and the threatened
mass firings.
Bargaining broke down
last Tuesday as the union
demanded a 17.5 percent
pay raise, double the
board's last offer, which
averaged 8.5 percent. Salaries last year ranged from
$12,850 to $27,550.
While the St. Louis strike
is this school year's largest, other walkouts In
Rhode Island, Illinois,
Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Missouri and Washington
have affected more than
200,000 students.

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

1540 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

WE HAVE A TABLE WAITING FOR YOU!

Come in and enjoy our newly remodeled restaurant with its expansive floral atrium
offering larger seating capacity. Enjoy some of the NEW menu items our
Albert Dandy's® Gourmet Ice Cream Shoppe, has to offer!

**&»-.

NEW ICE CREAM DESSERTS
Sundaes or Cones

14 varieties

MANGLE
MIAMI

FRESH HOMEMADE PASTRIES
Sold singly or by the dozen
Made fresh daily
DINE-IN or CARRY-OUT

Vz DOZEN DONUTS FREE
'HOMECOMING SENIOR

REPRESENTATIVE
APPLICATIONS
available now in UAO office
until Thurs., Sept. 15th
Any Student with Senior Status may complete an application
and a winner will be selected thrugh a campus wide election.

M

M

M

M

Vt

DOZEN DONUTS FREE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF V4 DOZEN DONUTS

WITH THE PURCHASE OF Vi DOZEN DONUTS

Limit one coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid in conjunction with other discounts or coupons.
Customer responsible for tax.
.VALID: Sept. 13 to Sept. 19,1983.
VALID AT: 1540 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Accun
CARRY-OUT ONLY

Limit one coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid In conjunction with other discounts or coupons.
Customer responsible for tax.
VALID. Sept 27 to Oct. 3,1983.
VALID AT: 1540 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
CARRY-OUT ONLY
Acel. #3

Vz DOZEN DONUTS FREE

1 QUART OF ICE CREAM FREE
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 1 QUART OF ICE CREAM

WITH THE PURCHASE OF >/. DOZEN DONUTS
Limit one coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid in conjunction with other discounts or coupons.
Customer responsible for tax.
.VALID: Sept. 20 to Sept 26.1983. ^ ..JP
VALID AT: 1540 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
CARRY-OUT ONLY
AttL „

Breakfasln Fruit
Balfour Jewelry tells it your way.

L

16 flavors

Enjoy albert Darjcfts Gourmet Ice Cream at
home. Available by the pint or quart in either
"Elite" or "Select" ice cream.

Limit one coupon per customer per visit.
NoLvalld in conjunction with other discounts or coupons.
Customer responsible for tax.
Valid: Sept. 13 - Oct. 3.1983
> VALID AT: 1540 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
^ n CARRY4)UT ONLY

Dinner Buffet
Daily Specials

1 he-Mr id™ uiubnna yinj (he (hinj, youwinl
■ ith i(v nan*-, and CNM nw -am al rfawnaWf pore*

TUESDAY
CHICKEN
BUFFET

Many items carried in stock for
immediate delivery
Special order service available

$3.59

^ JlWEUOffrOBB

Balfour*
irWFIJn S KISrSTdUKISMKN

Freshly Scrambled Eggs
Homemade Buttermilk Biscuits
Sausage Gravy
Bacon
Country Fried Potatoes
Sausage
Pastries
Pins a visit to our Fruit Bar
featuring a variety of Fresh Fruits
ADULTS
CHILDREN
afl

2.99 ISA
125 N. Main St. (across from Sundance)
353-6691
---------

3.39 !!"£:?£

3.95 !jfl.£u*r

*!5*"

KIDS

4

AND UNDB EAT FIEE

Wm EACH ADULT PllCIAS

imMk ftimr a Stores; 11 i*.-4 UL sstsrisv 4 MVSSJL-ZSJL

THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

CHICKEN PLUS A SECOND
ENTREE BUFFET

4.95
KIDS 12 AND UNDER - '3.00 - KIDS 4 AND UNDER
EAT FREE Wm EACH ADULT PURCHASE

SOUP & SALAD BAR INCLUDED
A LA CARTE 199 (KIDS UNDER 12 1.99)
KIDS UNDER 4 EAT FREE WrTfl EACH ADULT PURCHASE
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week summer session

■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quiddy, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program You could start off
making more than $17,000 ayear

WanttqmovA

Maybe you am be one of us.

See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt. Fedyna or Capt. Rothman
on campus, Sept. 13 & 14 or call 313-961-0892 collect.
N-3035 (W«nl to Move-H)
(11V* X 18)
Thta •Aurtktwnent appear* in
CASS Nawtpapwi (Mi MCD)
(132261)

(jKVt)
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-sports/wrapMEN'S/WOMEN'S CC

FOOTBALL

Bowling Green's men's and
women's cross country teams
were both victorious In their season-opening meets.

Bowling Green 35
FresnoState 27

"We were rough,
we weren't
smooth or polished, but we
won."

photo/News

Bowling Green sophomore quarterback Brian McClure passed for 273 yards
last Saturday to lead BG to a 35-27 victory over Fresno State in Fresno,
Calif.

SOCCER
Bowling Green 1 Bowling Green 3
Wise. Green Bay i Wisconsin
2

VOLLEYBALL
Bowling Green's volleyball team
went 3-3 'n the team's seasonopener at the Michigan nvrtatlonal.

RUGBY
Bowling Green 13 Bowling Green 0
Ohio State-Lima 13 Ohio State
0

WOMEN'S GOLF

Bowling Green's women's goM
team finished fourth In a nineteam field at the lllnols S»a»e
nvltatlonal.

Falcons "find" way to defeat Bulldogs;
McClure, Jackson and Bayless lead way1
byTomHIsek
sports editor

Victories are tough to come Dy
when a team is 3,000 miles from home
and playing before a partisan crowd
of 30,000 screaming fans.
It didn't seem to faze Bowling
Green though, as the Falcons were a
little slow getting out of the gates, but
came on with a flourish to defeat
Fresno State 35-27, in Fresno last
Saturday night.
This game was something more
than a season-opener - it was the
rematch of FSU's 29-28 California
Bowl II victory last December - and a
game the media and fans had been
looking forward to since the final gun
went off last year. And, nobody was
disappointed.
"We were rough, we weren't
smooth or polished, but we won," BG
head coach Denny Stolz said after the
cross-continent victory. "The kids
matured and that is going to help our
ball club. They (FSU) are hard to
beat."
IT SEEMED like FSU was going to
be hard to beat, until everybody got in
the show as BG rallied from a 14-0
first-quarter deficit en route to a
strong second half performance.
FSU scored on its first two possessions, and it seemed as if the Bulldogs
were going to make it a 3-0 series

record against the Falcons.
But then the Falcons started findins things - and the Bulldogs found
out things weren't going to be as easy
as they expected.:
•Although he probably never lost
sight of it from last season, BG quarterback Brian McClure found the
passing lanes, connecting on 22 of 37
aerials for 273 yards.
McClure probably also brought a
wide smile to the face of Stolz for
another reason - the sophomore sensation did not throw one errant pass
after tying for second place in the
Mid-American Conference last season
with 13 errors.
•After seeing only limited duty last
season, sophomore tailback Andre
Jackson found a starting assignment
to be to his liking. Jackson scored
three touchdowns, including a oneyard plunge with less than four minutes gone in the third quarter, to set
up BG's go-ahead touchdown.
BESIDES PICKING up 67 yards
rushing, Jackson hauled down nine
McClure aerials for 107 yards, including a 29-yard touchdown pass in the
second quarter, in which he displayed
some elusive moves on his way into
the end zone.
•Martin Bayless found two errant
Bulldog passes in the humid Fresno
night air. Both Bayless thefts were
FSU drive-stoppers,'including his 20th

career interception as the third quarter ended, setting a MAC record.
Bayless' second interception of the
night, came at a most opportune time.
With 3:21 left in the game and FSU
trailing 35-27, the Bulldogs tried a 42yard field goal. The effort was good,
but BG was caught with too many
men on the field. FSU then regained
the ball along with a first down, but
Bayless picked off a Chris Mendonca
pass at the goal line to eliminate the
•Placekicker Gehad Youssef found
the right touch again as he booted
three field goals from 32, 36 and 47
yards.
Youssef redeemed himself on the
same turf that failed him in last
year's Cal Bowl, when he missed a
short field goal attempt in the second
half. The game was also a proving
point for Youssef, as he came into
camp this summer unsure of his firststring status.
Capitalization, in the sense of capitalizing on an opponent's mistakes,
played a big part in the BG victory.
Interceptions by Ted Shingleton and
all-MAC linebacker Mark Emans, led
to Youssef's first field goal and Jackson's touchdown reception.
AND A Shingleton fumble recovery
with less than three minutes remaining in the third quarter, set up BG's
final score. McClure found junior-col-

lege transfer Greg Meehan in the
middle of the end zone for a 13-yard
touchdown toss.
"I Just told the team to be patient, it
was a long,
long night, and they ware
(patient),7' Stolz said. "I think we
learned to mature a little bit faster
that I thought we would. We w<
down by 14 and came back. We
weren't very smooth, but we scored a
lot of points. We played very, very
well after they scored 14 points."
Before the season began, Stolz said
BG would probably lead the MAC in
passing statistics and FSU may do the
same in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association - the Bulldogs picked up
412 yards in the air, while having a
negative rushing attack of minus six
yards. Both teams combined for over
700 yards in total offense.
It was the first home opening loss
for FSU head coach Jim Sweeney in
his sixth year in Fresno, and only the
Bulldogs' fourth home loss as they
opened their third season in "The
Doghouse."
"It is gratifying to score 35 points
and technically not do anything well,"
Stolz said. "I am very happy for the
kids, what, traveling 3,000 miles and
coming back with a win. I am very
proud of our poise and very proud of
our team."

Kickers win and tie; BG lady linksters battle elements in Illinois
defense is the key
by Ted Passante
sports reporter

by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

There was only one victory in
last weekend's Great Lakes Soccer
Classic in Green Bay, Wise., and
Bowling Green's soccer team took
the honors.
The Falcons came away from
the tournament with 3-2 victory
over Wisconsin and a 1-1 tie with
host Wisconsin-Green Bay -enough
for a first place finish. All of the
other games played resulted in 1-1
ties.
IN THEIR best career performance against Wisconsin-Green
Bay, the Falcon kickers opened the
scoring at the 3:27 mark of the first
half, when defensman Pat Kenney
tallied BG's only goal on a corner
kick from Neil Ridgway.
W-GB's Greg Santaga completed
the game's scoring at the 36:36
mark with the assist going to Todd
Williams.
In the past two years of the Great
Lakes Classic, BG had lost to the
Phoenix 2-0 and 2-1. But a strong
defensive performance kept BG in
all of last Sunday's match, including two overtime periods.
~'We really played well defensively as a team, BG head coach
Gary Palmisano said. "Not only
did the backs play well defensively,
but the midfield and forwards also
played well."
Palmisano was not the only person to recognize BG's strong defensive performance, as Kenney
was selected as the tournament's
most valuable defensive player.
Besides scoring the Falcons' only
goal in last Sunday's match, he was
responsible for the much improved
defensive play from the previous
week.
"He (Kenney) played extremely
well," Palmisano said. "He shut
down their center striker (Santaga). He did a good job of cutting
down the angle and shortening the
ace between himself and the
Ironically, Santaga was named
the tournament's most valuable
player.

BG GOALKEEPER Kim Bucher
helped anchor the Falcon defense
with seven saves, five of them
coining in the two overtime periods.
In the game against Wisconsin,
BG exploded with the game's first
three goals, but fatigue from a
nine-hour bus trip set in, and the
Badgers tallied twice i the second
half.
BG freshman Gary Mexicotte
opened the match's scoring at
26:23, when be deflected a Drew
Dawson corner kick into the net
with his head. The Falcons continued their scoring in the second half
when sophomore newcomer Dennis
Wesley intercepted a pass from a
Badger defender attempting to
clear the ball from their own zone.
Even though he is a newcomer to
the team Wesley is considered a
sophomore because of his age.
"Gary (Mexicotte) and Dennis
(Wesley) have played extremely
well," Palmisano said. "Dennis is
an experienced player and Gary is
doing a good job coming off the
bench."
MARK JACKSON concluded the
Falcon scoring on a breakaway
before fatigue beset the Falcons.
Badger Jeff Winograd got Wisconsin on the board at 64:52 with an
18-yard shot from scrimmage,
while teammate Djahngir Mehrepoyan tallied the Badgers final
goal at 75:35.
"I thought we played very well in
the first half," Palmisano said.
"When fatigue hit us, we mostly
played a defensive game. The back
tour started to play well as a unit."
The first place finish helped the
Falcons earn a fourth place ranking in the Mideast region. Both
Wisconsin teams were ranked
ahead of BG before the tournament
began, but a winless weekend for
the Badgers and Phoenix led to a
lower ranking. This is the highest
ranking that BG has had since
Palmisano began coaching six
years ago.
"Anytime you walk away with a
first place trophy from a road
series you have to be pleased,"

When Bowling Green women's golf
team traveled to Normal, 111. this past
weekend it was anything but normal.
The lady Falcons finished fourth in
the nine-team Illinois State Invitational. The tournament was originally
planned with a field of 16 teams.
Seven teams did not compete due to a
variety of transportation and eligiblity problems.
But, the lady Falcons battled many
other factors in addition to the course.
They played on a September day
where 100-degree temperatures and
brisk winds ruled the course for 36
holes on Friday and 18 holes on Saturday.
The combination of the heat wave
and wind dried out the greens, making the putting surfaces rock hard,
and causing an already tough course
to become a survival of the fittest.
Michigan State won the tournament
with a team score of 946, with host
team Illinois State taking runners-up

honors, lust four strokes back. BG,
meanwhile finished 58 strokes back
with a team total of 1004.

BG head coach A.J. Bonar was
optimistic, despite his team's fourth
place finish in the tournament.
"I felt we played poorly, yet we still
finished fourth," Bonar said. "I know
we can play better - we just have to
stop playing tentatively - once we do
that our scores will come down."
The lady Falcons were led by junior
Susanne Ohlsson and sophomore
Claire Batista. Ohlsson carded rounds

of 81-83-83-247 en route to a 12th place well we should be up there near the
finish, while Batista had rounds of 83- top," Batista said.
80-85- 248, good for a 15th place finish.
Bonar said the tournament was a
Senior Jean Kempf. sophomore valuable learning experience for Andrews
and Ensminger.
Terri Gruner, and freshmen Allison
"Sandy (Ensminger) and Allison
Andrews and Sandy Ensminger also
contributed to the team's fourth place (Andrews) both wasted a lot of shots
this weekend - but as they gain tourfinish.
nament experience, their scores will
Batista was disappointed with her come down/' Bonar said.
The lady Falcons continue play this
effort, but found bright spots for the
weekend at Ann Arbor. Mich, in the
team as a whole.
"We didn't play too well and we still Wolverine Invitational, in which BG is
finished fourth - once we start playing the defending champion.

U.S. Open not fun for oil
os officiol suffers injury
NEW YORK (AP)- A linesman who
fell over backward and struck his
head after being hit by a ball during a
match at the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships remained in critical
condition early yesterday, hospital
officials said.
The linesman, Richard Wertheim,
60, was the center service linesman
for the title match in the Junior boys
division last Saturday when he was
struck in the groin by a ball hit by
Stefan Edbers of Sweden.
Wertheim, who was seated, toppled
over backward in his chair and struck
his head on the ground.
"The patient is on a respirator and
has been unresponsive since being
brought into the hospital," Don
Rodda, publicity director at Flushing
Hospital and Medical Center, said last
Sunday.
"His general condition is extremely
critical," Rodda said, adding that
"they (doctors) cant predict whether
he will pull through or not."

photo/ Roger Moz. o 3H0
An unidentified BG player attempts to stop a passing attempt by an OSCJ-Lima opponent during rugby action
last weekend at College Park.

BG spikers have mixed results Falcon ruggers tie OSU-Lima
by Jean Dlmeo
sports reporter

It was a split weekend for Bowling
Green's volleyball team. The lady
spikers came away with an even
record of 3-3, as they opened their
season at the Michigan Invitational in
Ann Arbor, Mich.
The Falcons opened the first round
of the tournament with a loss to Grand
Valley State and a tough win against
Wayne State. But after the team's
slow start, the spikers lost a close
match to Indiana-Purdue at Fort
Wayne and an easy win over School
Craft
Ten teams competed in the tournament, with the teams divided into
pools of five in the first round.
THE LADY spikers defeated Northwood Instititute 16-14 and 15-3 in a

single elimination round to advance to
the quarter finals against Michigan.
But a tough Michigan squad shattered BG hopes for one of the top three
spots in the season's first tournament.
The spikers lost to Michigan 2-15 and
11-15.
First year BG head coach Denise
Van De Walle said she was pleased
with the team's showing in the tournament.
"I saw a lot of good things from
both the returning players and the
new recruits," Van De Walle said. "I
didn't know what to expect from the
new players and they showed me
what they could really do.
"I played everyone because it is
early in the season and I wanted to see
what they could do in certain situations," Van De Walle said.
"All the players saw court time and

it was the first opportunity the team
had to play together," senior spiker
Renee Manwartng said.
Although the spikers got off to a
slow start. Van De Walk said the
team never quit competing, even in
losing situations.
"Northwood was beating us badly
in the first game, but we came back to
beat them 18-14, " she said. "The same
thing happened against Michigan.
and even though we lost, I saw a lot of
determination."
"FRESHMAN RECRUIT Lisa Berardinelli had the best hitting: recorded for the tournament with 17
kills and three errors in 47 attempts,"
Van De Walle said.
BG senior setter Tracey Livesey
tallied 11 service aces and seven kills
in 13 attempts.

by Roger Maziorella
sports reporter

If a tie is like kissing your sister,
then Bowling Green's rugby team got
two pecks on the cheek last weekend.
The Falcon ruggers could only
come away with lS-13 and 0-0 ties in
two ma tones against Ohio StateLima. For the Falcons, who sport
victories over every major team east
of the Mimriiwippi, OSU-Lima has
become a real thorn in their side.
"They're an up-and-coming team,
and we re the big guy on the block
they've decided To knock off each
year," BG captain Dave Meyer said.
Indeed, after a string of 50-0 victories over Lima, the Falcons have no
victories to show for ther last three
efforts against the Griffens.
"We made the mistake of running
right at their strength and our guys

have the bruises to prove it," Meyer
said.
LED BY 220pound lock Phil Rudolph, the Griffen forwards stopped
the Falcons six times in goal fine
stand situations. Each time the Falcons were left to scramble for unsure
points from a penalty kick. After
coming away 0-6 on goal line cracks,
it was no wonder the Falcons had to
play catch-up all afternoon.
OSU-Lima lumped out to a quick 7-0
lead on two blocked kicks. The first
led to a penalty kick on a holding
violation, and the second saw Lima's
Chris Putts gather in the loose ball
and break three tackles on his way in
for a try.
Stung, the Falcons roared back to
take a 10-7 lead at halftime. Fullback
Dave Wilt started the Falcon
comeback with a twisting run for a
try, that left several Griffens miming

tackles. Two penalty kicks by Glen
Schwab put BG on top for the first
time in the match.
Despite the Falcon surge, Lima
came out battling at the start of the
second half. The Griffens rnpsMrt
the lead when Jamie Roller picked off
a BG pass and sprinted 75 yards for a
try. Bruce Burdict's conversion put
Lima on top, 13-10.
Down once again, the Falcons
turned to Schwab to salvage the
match with a penalty kick late in the
game.
THE SECOND match ended up is a
penalty-scarred game, as both teams
started to suffer from the 95-degree
heat Neither team could mount any
offense, and the match ended up in a
rather undistinguished 04 tie.
This week, the Falcons will host
Dayton in three matches at College
Park on Saturday, starting at 1 pjn.
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Falcons "run" away with meets
by KarlSmllti

sports reporter
Bowling Green's cross
country teams opened
their seasons on an impressive note as the men captured 10 of the first 15 spots
to down Western Michigan,
Toledo, and Ohio Sate
while the lady Falcons monopollied the top seven
•pots to crush Toledo and
Akron at the Forrest Creason Golf Course.
The men's race was decided very early, as BG's
Dan Gruneisen bolted to a
auick lead, and, halfway
through the race, had built
an insurmountable lead.
Scott Creel came back
from a slow start to give
the Falcons'the third spot,
while team captain Tim
Brennan secured fourth.
Tim Franek also chipped
in with a fine performance,
winding up sixth.
Gruneisen's strategy su-

prised many spectators,
competitors, and even his
coach, but said, "I'm not a
great kicker at the finish so
I'm not going to beat people in a sprint at the finish,
so my game is expending
energv in the middle. "
"IT DIDNT suprise me
that Dan took that big of a
toad, only that he took it
that early" BG coach Mel
Brodt said.
Brodt said he believed
the pace was too fast for
anyone to keep up, especially for the season's first
meet and with the temperature nearing 85 degrees.
"Dan's our most aggresive runner," Brodt said.
"He's not afraid to take
command.
"We had a lot of new
faces in the top nine which
is nice," be continued.
"But we ran in small
groups and I hope that will
change."
The lady Falcons dis-

consisting of Laura Ryder,
freshman Peggy McVan,
team captain Jenny
Groves and Stephanie
Eaton. Sink said be would
like to see his team run
closer together although it
is early in the season.
Sink had his runners
take the first mile at a slow
pace due to the beat, which
seemed to put the lady
Falcons in a commanding
position at the halfway
point, as their opponents
seemed to lose steam as
the BG runners gained it
"This is a young team,
but there's lots of leadership." Sink said. "This is
the closest team that I
have ever coached."
SINK IS optimistic, but
cautiously so, noting that
injuries to two key runners
could push some younger,
inexpierenced lady harriers into important roles.
"If JoAnn (Lanciaux)
and Rosalie (Cocita) don't
come back from their injuries, well have to depend
on some younger people
and we saw some good
signs out there today" Sink

played what BG coach Sid
Sink considered to be a
different team from last
year's squad.
"Last year we were
looking over our shoulders
to see what teams would
catch us." Sink said. "This
year we know they're there
and well just relax and do
toe best that we can."
THE RESULTS snowed,
as BG captured the top
seven places with Sara Collas and Laura Murphy
crossing the finsh line first,
hands clasped together
and raised in victory.
Collas' finish came as
somewhat of a suprise to
Sink, as the sophomore
failed to break the top 15
all of last year.
"With the injuries that
we've had, well need performances like Saras,"
Sink said.
BG's Helen Poe ran to a
third place finish followed
by a close finishing group

YOUR B$N IS WORTH
OFFICER'S COMMISS
IN THE ARMY.

The lady Falcons run
next week at the Kentucky
Invitational, which does
not have a friendly history
for BG runners, but Sink
feels it will be a good experience, especially for the
younger runners who will,
''gettoeir fett wet."
The men's squad travels
to Ohio University, where
Brodt feels his team "has
its work cut out for them."
bg news staff/Jim YouU
Each_.-.•
squad .has
one
Bowling ureen
Green'ss Laura Murphy
(left) ana
and oora
Sara *_onas
Collas (right),
finish mm
line together
with orir
arms raised
Kj™^,
■
,v_
Downng
murpny lien)
ingmj, cross
crusa the
urc nmw
wymim wiin
rnenonOct landthe W«- '" victorv- The lady Fal«>n» *«re victorious in their opening meet at Forrest Creason Golf course,
men on Nov. 5^

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMYNURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCAMBE.

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

CAUTION!
Some People
Consider These
Books Dangerous

Hrs.

Catcher in the Rye, Slaughter House Five,
Our Bodies Ourselves, Of Mice and Men...
are only a few of hundreds of books
that have been challenged in libraries
across the country.
Banned Books Week
September 10-17,1983
Don't take the First Amendment for granted!
For More Information Visit the
Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00
University Bookstore in the
Saturday, 9:00-5:00
Student Services Building

BACK BY
POPULAR
DEMAND
. . . TUESDAY'S PIZZA &
SALAD SMORGASBORD
"All you care to eat"

7:30 p.m. In front of Anderson Arena
352- 8087. Jim or Marty for more info.
All interested students Ir non-students
welcome.

c^k?f
Featuring: Rolling Rock, Kamakazis, Drafts.
6 *A6 *A6 *A8 *A6 *A6 *AG *A9 *A9 *Ae*A6 +AG *A9 *A9 *A9 *A9 *A9 *&
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September 13th

• Chili Dogs at
the ArA House

3

September 15th

• B.G's Finest!

*

September 20th

i

September 22nd

♦

Dogs-n-Chips
MEXICAN NIGHT!

I
I

tO
■e.
t>
<X>

I

® All dates are at the same time,

i

7:30- 9:00 p.m.
At 507 E. Merry St.

7* GV* 9V* 9V* 9V» 9V* 9V* 9V*'9V* 9V* QV* GV* 97* 9V* 9V* 9V* 9V4>

GAMMA PHI BETA

I*
<X>

Diamond
Productions.
Our professional male dancers are also
available for your birthday or bachelorette party.
We'll dance anytime/anywhere
354-2263
865-7458
,,m

Vr^

SIGN UP NOW

for

WHITE WATER
RAFTING
on the New River, W. Va.
Sept. 23, 24, 25

$60/person Includes camping,
transportation and 1 meal
PAYMENT UPON SIQN UP IN UAO OFFICE

PROUDL Y ANNOUNCES
THEIR 1983
FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Sue Abbott
Becky Davis
Melissa Davis
Alice Dicola
Debbie Fischer
Charla Frank
Judy Gall
Holly Outchess
Kelli Harlor
Amy Heatherington

Lori herh
Kelly Inman
Amy Riser
Laura Kuntz
Susan Lass
Christine Leddy
Cindy Love
Christine McDonald
Janet Niccum

Jennifer Niepert
Amy Olinghouse
Tanya Olson
Julie Packer
Kelly Price
Christine Sayers
Lisa Skoog
Anne Skuce
Carrie Weir
Jenny Willaman

352-1596

•M

>

<X>

©

SOUTH
945 S. Main

•PIZZA AND SALAD SMORGASBORD ALSO AVAILABLE ON FRIDAY FROM 11 -4 p.m. AND ON SUNDAY
FROM 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DANCING TELEGRAMS I
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Rock of the 80's Dance Party

Smorgasbord hrs.
: 11 a.m.-4 p.m.-$3.00
: 5 p.m.-9 p.m.-$3.50
EAST
440 E. Court St

LACROSE CLUB
Organizational meeting
TODAY

ANNOUNCES
FRATERNITY
RUSH
TONIGHT
LOOK FOR FRATERNITY

"THE CRESCENT MOON
SHINES ON.
"
■

FLYERS FOR THEMES
AND TIMES
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U.S. expels diplomats

Community health

Town tests approach
MANKATO, Minn. (AP)
- When the Rev. Walter
Planer donned a togging
suit and ran down the aiale
of his church to deliver a
sermon on physical fitness,
he had in mind his father's
death of a heart attack at
the age of 50.
He also had in mind the
Mankato Heart-Health
Program, a nine-year, federally funded program in
this southern Minnesota
city that is testing a community approach to health
education designed to reduce the risks of heart attack and stroke.
Flesner's Jog in his Hilltop United Methodist
Church earlier this year
was one of the more colorful TumpW of community involvement since the
protect began in 1981.
"There were a few people who were not sure it
was the place to do it," he
said of the reaction from
his startled congregation.
"But when they realized

what the theme was, they
accepted it.
"My father ate a lot of
dairy products, like ice
cream, that were high in
cholesterol," Plesner said
in an interview last week.
Because his father died at
a relatively young age, the
44-year-old Fleaner said
"there U a fear" the same
thing could hyppf to him.

offering the program's
brochures with ops on
healthy eating. The program's logo adorns shelves
containing low-fat or lowsalt foods. But getting customers to buy those foods
will take time, Jim Davis,
manager of Madsen's supermarket and also a
member of the program's
board of directors, said.

HIGH BLOOD cholesterol and high blood pressure - conditions related to
eating habits - and cigarette smoking have been
identified as three risk factors that contribute most to
heart disease, the project's
directors note.

Davis took advantage of
the program's physical fitness tests and learned his
own cholesterol level was
"a step above average and
that really surprised me."

Nearly a fourth of the
city's A restaurants are
taking part in the program
by offering special meals
approved by the program's

Businesses have taken
part in a competition to
encourage employee fitness, and the program's
affinals held a quit-smoking contest with the winner
getting a vacation for four
to Disney World.

Nearly all of the city's
supermarkets and large
groceries are taking part,

THE EFFECTIVENESS
of the program in reducing
the risk and rates of heart

City's ex-mayor
now councilman

"You're not a novice by
any means," Forbes
chided Kucinich in the introduction.
"I see no enemies here."
Kucinich said, and later In
bis comments added, "I
have returned."
Members of his ward in
attendance wore yellow
ribbons emblaxened with
"Kucinich."

C^grtitulations to the Soccer
Team on winning the Great
Lakes Classic!!!
DidYbii'Go
To Church
Today?

\&

THERE'S A
NEW BRAND
IN TOWN^

fr

GRAND OPENING
SALE

1

Mankato was chosen because its residents "are
very average because of
risk factors," Swanson
said. About a third of
adults smoked cigarettes.
10 percent had high blood
pressure, 40 percent were
overweight, most were sedentary and cholesterol
levels were higher than
cardiologists said they
should be, Swanson said.

The two Soviets were
identified as Yuri Petrovich Leonov, an assistant
air attache, and Anatoly
Yevgenyevich Skripko, an
attache. Both were declared persona non grata
"for engaging in espionage," Alan Romberg, the
State Department's deputy
spokesman said.

He said Skripko was
caught handing money to
someone for a classified
document he had Just received. Leonov, he said,
was apprehended with a
briefcase in his possession
containing classified documents. The official declined to say whether
anyone else was arrested
or from whom the Soviets
had obtained the classified
materials.
But the official said Leonov was the same diplomat
who attempted in September 1961 to obtain information on deployment plans
for the MX missile from a
U.S. Rep. David Emery, RMaine.

Leonov was declared
persona non grata Aug. 19
and Skripko on Aug. 17.
Both were attached to the
Soviet Embassy in Washington.
A State Department official, who insisted on anonymity, said the
expulsions were not previously announced, reflecting a customary silence on
expulsions. But he said the
decision to announce them
today was made because
the Soviets disclosed the
expulsion of a U.S. diplomat in Leningrad on spyins charges.
It was suggested, but not
explicitly stated, the Soviets expelled a U.S. diplo-

mat, Vice Consul Loo
David Augustenborg and
his wife, Denise, in Leningrad in retaliation.
ROMBERG SAID,
meanwhile, the VS. government is ''vigorously
protesting the physical
mistreatment" of Augustenborg. He declined to
elaborate or comment further on whether Augustenborg was injured or
otherwise provide any detail on the incident.
The official who didn't
want to be identified said
the Soviets expelled from
Washington were both
caught engaging in espionage activity.

McGovern may try for nomination

WASHINGTON (AP) Former Sen. George McGovern, starting months
behind party rivals and
spurning the advice of
many loyal associates,
plans to announce today he
is running again for the
Democratic presidential
nomination. He won that
nod in 1972. onlv to be
swamped by Richard

Nixon in the worst White
House defeat of the party's
history.
"He's going to announce
that he's going to run,"
Mary McGovern, daughter
of the former South Dakota
senator and deputy manager for the 1984 campaign, said. McGovern's
wife, Eleanor, confirmed
the decision, but said she

the road to
help. 'I'm not enthusiastic, she said. "I have said,
no. I won't campaign."

It will be McGovern's
third try at the nomination.
He lost in 1968 but won four
years later, a liberal candidate who then was buried
in Nixon's landslide reelection. McGovern car-

ried only Mass
and the District of Columbia in the 1972 general election.
"When I lost in 1972, they
said I was 10 years ahead
of my time," be said late
last year when he disclosed
he was considering another try. "Well, it's 10
years later."

Purcer*

Cancer

During the meeting, Kucinich was introduced by
council president George
Forbes, a staunch Kucinich foe in the two years
Kucinich was known nationally1 as "the boy
mayor' because of his boyish appearance.

CLEVELAND (AP) With a vow that he has put
animosities of the past behind him, Dennis Kucinich
took his seat as a Cleveland councilman last night
as some 90 residents of his
ward applauded.
Kucinich, 36, served as
mayor from 1977 to 1979 as
the city plunged into fiscal
default to six banks. His
term was marked by bitter
confrontation with the
council.
The council held its first
regular session since Kucinich was elected to fill a
vacancy in Ward 12 created by the death last May
of Councilman Joseph
Kowalski.

attack will be measured
after four years, Rick
Swanson, executive director of the program, said.
But be added "the final
proof will come at year
nine."
Mankato. a city of 31,368,
and neighboring North
Mankato, population 8,071,
are the first cities chosen
for the heart
funded by the Nat
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute and administered
through the University of
Minnesota School of Public
Health.

WASHINGTON (AP) The State Department revealed yesterday that two
Soviet diplomats were expelled from the United
States last month for spying and suggested the expulsion of an American
diplomat in Leningrad was
done in retaliation.

HteshoP;£iif

Cures
Smoking

131W.Woost.rSt.
Phono 352-6264

T-SHIRT NIGHT

i

HEY FOOTBALL
FANS!

EVERY TUESDAY
9PM - CLOSE

Departure Time: 4:50 pm
Date: Sept. 12
Location: Union loading dock
for

BROWNS VS. BENGALS GAME

Bring Student I.D.

AUDITIONS
SINGERS & DANCERS
(ACTORS)
TALKIN' BOUT MVE*
A New Musical Revue by JOHN SCOTT
(University Playwright-in-Residence)
SEPTEMBER 12, 13,14
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
402 University Hall

*.

ROLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN (White, Black, Hispanic
Asian, Foreign Students, etc.)

2 /zC

EVERYONE WELCOME
(FRESHMAN WELCOME)

Good from 8/22 lo 9/31 '83

•Co-*ponsored by University Theatre and
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)

no minimum

kinko's copies

Scripts available 322 South Hall ( Theatre Office)

£.

354-3977

■ 372-2222

ii

COME PREPARED TO SINO and/or DANCE!
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WITH GREAT PRIDE
The Sisters of

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Announce Our Foil of '83 Pledges!
Laurie McGuIre
Cynthia Walpole
Vanessa Hart
Allison Frey
Melissa Lensch
Michelle Groves
Linda Jones
Nancy Mongello
Julie Santee
Sharl Heimberger
Lisa Potts
Faith Cebull
Elizabeth McGuIre
Anne Walsh

WE LOVE OUR BABY SQURRELSHI

5

A

>

S
S
S
5
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Joan Geracl
Michelle Karolak
Sandl Pookman
Belinda Pool
>
Lisa Galvan
Klmberly Paul
Christine Bonza
Darlene Arslanlan
Tamara Applegarth
Patricia Moran
Krlstlne Twlgg
Annette Loudermllk
Lisa D'Angelo
Julie Hiller

5
5
5
S
I
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Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
Think business. With
this is it: an affordable, busiThe BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student
ness-oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
*
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
of many.
Analyst.
Its built-in business
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
and services for you.
a book that follows most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Busfneu
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

ClWIulianw

•
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Pope supports opportunities for job equality
VTPWNA
iintnillDI.Dnn.
1^,.
VIENNA, Austria
(AP) - Pope John
Paul n yesterday denounced job discrimination against women and defended the right of ethnic minorities,
young people and the handicapped to
equal job opportunities.

« among
.m«« the
Ik. «^
.._ In
are
first ones
to !».
lose IM
theirr
Jobs. Despite their central role within
the family, women must not be discriminated against at work." the pope
said, standing on a platform In a
downtown square called Am Hof.

The pope, bareheaded and wearing
a red cape that flapped in a chilly
twilight breeze, told 15,000 Austrian
and foreign blue-collar workers and
their families that "work is of fundamental importance to man." .
"Women have discovered that they

In his third encyclical in September
1981, the pope said workers' wages
should be high enough so fathers
could support their families and
mothers could care for their children
at home.
"Having to abandon these tasks in

_4_ ,to ,.
mrteirta, the
the
order
take up _«M
paid eanrlr
work outside
home is wrong Iran the point of view
of the good of society and of the family
when ft contradicts or hinders these
primary goals of the mission of the
mother," the pope said in the encyclical Laborem Exercens, On Human
Work.

YESTERDAY, however, the pope
said:
"Today (women) are active in almost all domains and must be allowed
to engage in these activities in accord-

arve
1 Mitt without
ance erith
with thpir
their LB
talents,
without twit)?
being

disadvantaged or shut out from positions for which they are qualified."
Most of the foreign workers were
from the Yugoslav republics of Croatia and Slovenia, but many of them
came from Turkey, Spain, the Middle
East, India, Vietnam and the Philippines.
''Christians acting in solidarity cannot be neutral toward injustice," John
Paul said. "The evil of unemployment
does not threaten all men in the same

OUnWAT BtrlMMMl.ToXrT
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Ssglernber 13, 1883
The toiovmng employers aril ba on
campus the week of September 28 »
"kstnleai IntereeterJ candkMM
SigrvUpon KKWUI, S«HnUr
14. lor tr» kxtowtng scfierjulee Sign
Up arl ba ham on Wadnaaday from
'30»MloB00»Mlor Empbyar
Schediaee (Buainaaa. Qovammant.
Agencies, and Graduate SchooHWi
the Forum ol the Student Service.
Buktng
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BUSINESSES

AND
TIONS

ORGANIZA-

OOLO C«CLE STORES. Worthlnglon. OH. 9-26 83. MGR IN TRAH
MG B/Mkt.Mgmt. Faah Moang.
Dae Grade III 12 ads

Sa&L LAaWBATOeaM. Short He.
NJ. 0 28 83. PRODUCTION EDITOR: B/M Tech Whang. Joum or
Sd. Comm Course work in Sri. or
Engr. daalraahta . Dae May Grads
|1) 12 stole.
HUKT1MOTON NATIONAL BANK.
COSMOS.
OH. 8 28 83. PRO
GHAASMER/ANAL
B/Comp
SO
MB. Dec.. May Grade (1) 11 Mots

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: SMO. OLD BLACK MALE
CAT. HAS WHITE FLEA COLLAR
WITH SLVER REFLECTOR STFaP
ANSWERS TO THE NAME OF RAMONE. CALL 382-8178
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Typing: Dtaserranrina. thee*, ale
382-0836 or 372-2261.

18 Jaton'tthlp
18
bass
20 SUnd-lnonth*)
diamond
22 Discouraged
2* UP. and AT.»
S.F.
2SCUDM
26 MacDonaldofths
SllvaY Scrawn
31 Put up hay
33 Brikaand
brackan
34 Conaum*,
35 Aatronaut of Juna
1883
36 Cordayavletlrn
37 Eclat
38 Lemon or lima

GRE BIO / JjJP

DAT - VAT/ N»JB
GMAT / ECFMG
PCA1 /FLEX- VQE
OCAT /NDB-NPB
-]] /RNBDS ;
SSA1 / I
PSAT /

I

IISI PKPSBAT10N
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1S3S

I
I

y^
—J
<Stuynl2w-rt.

MPLflN
Elacttlaaal Caattr
Cat esyi Iseskeji S IssSntl

53t5-3701
3530 Secor Rd.
Suits 201
Cssteiinslaritksri
lOiMsxxU S Cities.
Fasrto fliu sad Israels. Ceases
Ovtiioa "i suu
Call lau rtM: saa-m-lnM

MANAGERS
IN
TRAINING

41 Ftlflea
43 VIchyaaotaa
44 Car of the
good ok) days
45 Of star quality
4S Diamond thlaf?

Positions available are In E lowang
Green aothei northetTiOrao loca ions
For further Ir formaaon contact:
Mr. rjennis McCr•ary
DonvmoaPIt
SON Prosp* ctSt
Norwalk, Ohio
448S7
or CM (418 8885881
or 352 1539

■

BUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
MOW NNHT TONMHT - 7:30
LOCOa BOOM
106 N. MAM
20* OFF HOCKEY STICKS, QOLF
COVERS, SHORTS, HATS.
NEW TOPS FALL
HAPPY HOUR 4-6
DOWNTOWN
BM'BA'BA'aSA'
MamaOonal BVaunees Aasoc
Ftrat OtgarsMacoal Msstlng
Wad,Sapt. 14, 7:30pm
200 Moaatay Hal
frtm T-aWit U
R#frsMnrnexitaV
•M'BA' BA'BA'
•YRITE A JOB YY1NNINO RESUME
Wad 8/14 11:30*6:30
I St Ft Forum Student Serv

BUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
MOVK MOMT TOMOHT - 7:»0

"MUBtC FOR MO(>BWS"
FEATIJPJNO: SKA, NEW WAVE.
BOCtUMBLITY. PUNK I paoOAE
OLO MLWAUKEE, BTBONS
AMD PITCHERS
MAIN ST.

DON'T WALK.
RUSHI
la the $k| Ep Hauae.
aagaaa PM Epaatoa Rush
Taaaday and Thataday 7:>o-0:»0

30 Summers, In
Normandy
31 Brtc-a32 Verdi heroin*
33
the music
36 Labyrinth dweller
37 Not fair
39 Bakery treats

40
42
43
45

Gardener, at times
Port In BrtfUny
Metric measure*
Candidates ol a
party
46 Letup
47
In a lortun*
(gathers)

2
3
4
5
6

Job for a botanist
Flycatcher
Tum right
Little ones
Islands olSW

7
8
8
10
11
12
15
20

Finland
Collection: Abbr.
Relative ot Lisa
Infallible
"
Yaaterday"
Persuade
Way In or out
Parsonage
Trudge

1

"II mml
nrf be
Ka allowed
lllnml la
"It
must not
to hum
happen
that those who lose their lobs automatically lose their position in soIn addition to women, he urged ciety, and are isolated and deprived of
equal rights for young people and the self-respect," he said.
handicapped, and said: "Foreign
workers must not be regarded merely
John Paul, an outspoken supporter
as manpower or a means of produc- of the banned Solidarity trade union in
tion, which can be employed and his native Poland, used the word
utilized at the lowest possible price." "solidarity" 16 times in his remarks.
He said public authorities have the
The pope also warned of economic
duty to insure adequate housing, contacts with relatives and integration of crisis and technological development
which threaten Jobs.
foreign workers.

require your special attention."

PRAYER TO THE HOLY SPaaT: Holy
Span. You who made ma aaa everyttwvj and ■hoarejd ma the way to
reach my ideal You who gave ma the
dMna gill lo torghre and torgel the
wrong that « done to me and you who
are - at Instance* ol my Ha w*h ma
I, In Ma short dialogue want 10 thank
you tor everything and confirm onca
more mat 1 never want to ba separated from you no matter how great
the matatlel oaaa-a may ba. I want lo
ba with you and my loved ones el
your perpetual glory. Amen Thank
you tor your Iowa towards ma and my
loved ones Paraona must pray mat
pray* 3 conaacuBya days without
asking your wkth Attar the 3rd day.
the wteh wB ba granted no matlar
how omout I may ba. Promts* lo
publeh thle datogue as soon ss the
prayac a)granted PS.

WANTED

WANTED aVtMEO: 1 M. RMTE TO
SHARE APT. 2 BDRM-, 2
BATHRMS., AC HEAT/WATERrQAS
NCLUO M PENT. TENANT PAYS
ELEC I PH. S60CVSEMESTER. AVAl_ NOWI 680 SDtTH ST. #10.
CONTACT RICH OR DAVE OR
CRAtO.

51 Sicilian volcano
52 Adjectival aufflx
56 Division of a
business: Abbr.

• 1-2 male roometee to share
two bedroom. 1 1/2 Bath eunsiaxil
arah two others Tenant Pays atac.

FOR SALE

lea a ■ a
pnOnff.

■ I-, i i
rrv»»KailOfrI

^- - -*—
aiilai
aatraa
III IWlTg

Cat 362-4206

Student Body • Rush Phi Gamma
Oaaa (FBs) and play haalistisl w«h
the Greek baatialtal champs ol
spring sstnaasar. Become a part of a
unique Oaaa Colony anpertence with
over 130 years ot traotaon behind ua
naakstJSl
Andaraon Arena 6:3010:30 Hreght
_
The Gamma Pt. Bataa thank the FLH'a
tor task aacort aarvKaa during tormal
The Pi Kappa would ska to thank the
axtes ol ACha Chi Omega end Kappa
Oaaa and me Skj Ep'a tor a "rookng'evening Friday nkjMt It was a
taraseac way lo start the year.
BUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
MOVIE NIOHT TONMHT - 7:S*

48 Part of a rracklac*
48 French clergyman
50 Ukesom*
grapes?

Fsmsta rrraa. tor 3rd St Apt Spring
Sa»fTa»\B»waT. Own b#aroonv J113/rno.
Oat Kathy 362-6306.

Baaaai
aVU

BKATPtO CLUB TONrOHT
»1*PMat»i,ICEAaiMA

2 government scltnaaM need a ha
Iras tve-n babyanar Baby atsng
trom 8:00 am to 9:00 pm. evenings I
wssiisnds tea. Some sght houaakeepng duBas 2 chidren. 5 yrs I 2
yra. old Suburban Chicago. Poaaton
s sssfss tar on* year Coasge experience pratarrad. Cat cosed 312446-8036.
STUOENT ACTIVIST
THE OMO PUBLIC UTEREST
Cempalgn a) hiring tor Its community
outreach start OPC • working to
hold down runaway energy coats
Hours spproi. 2pm-10pm Mon-Fri
Ful * part-Bna aval Starring pay
SteOnak. 241-BOB3 lor Warvkw.

Wantad: Used man's bale Cat Asm
362-73B6

Woman In Buainaaa Oub
Meeting tonight al 7 30 in 113 BA
"Coordinating Work and Skjdy
Member sign upa. everyone walooma

I 21 at sattJsaay aad tiitisjialali
sa year aaaaeeaaaal to Teaamyl
■ awtlll
Tana ot Love Alweys- Anna

"MUSIC FOR MOOEBNS"
FEATUPJNO: SKA. NEW WAVE
BOCK ABB ITY. PUNK a BEOQAE
OLD MK.WAUKEE. STROM*
ANOPnCHER*
MAM ST.

F. RMTE. NEEDED TO SHARE W/A
ORAO. STUDENT. S9S/MO. AND
UOHTS: HEAT PAX): CALL PATTI
362-1247
1 rmss. to share one ol tat ntoast
apis. In BG ttquke et wmtrop
Apts .400 Napoleon Rd. Apt. 342. N
I'm not there leave a number where
you can be reached

Apply In person. Tuea. ft/13 only
between 2*4. The Getaway V98 S
Mam
Choir dkector lor chadran's end erM
choir Send resume to: St. Lukes
Lutheran Church. 215 N Second. N

Max * Erma'a wants ha.
outgoing IndMdusI to |Un our bar
Mall. Apply Mon. through Frl btwn 2
• 4m peraon. Were *SldBB> «**l
schedulaa
Man 1 Erma's wants high caabar.
outgoing hrMduM to (oki our warlrsaaaa start Apply Mon through Fit
btwn 2 1 4 In peraon. ware Ikutjts

Pen-Time ooaroon I isiHi tor ootktgs student to rapreaant travel company on campus Earn
seeksi.
tee travel and work expertaiiue.
Contact Beachcomber Tours, Inc.
1326 Mlllersporl Hgwy.,
Waa«ia»»Bs, NY. 14221. 716-6323723.

PLAIBlia A PARTY?
FOB OUABANTEED SUCCESSI
FANTASTIC aSUSICI AND A OBEAT
TaME-YOU NEED THE PARTY PEOPLE. CAU Cttetrl Hea**) aTMIBT.
Pregnant? Need Hat*
Cat E.M.P.A. 362-8111 or 3620062
improve Memory
arflh ttyfjnoee)

HELP WANTED: TYPIST
AlkatetSOwpm
Compstent M prootraading
Exparianca Needed
Hours Flaxibta
Apply M runko's Copies. ASAP
326 E Wootttt St 364-3977

■ *Wl»l»tle

THE sUUXOOteauui
aBBs aoau PAOEANT NOW
CEPTINQ APPLICATION* FOR

«O
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS, FOB INFO
ANO ania.aiB, SMN UP. STOP

BY 4I< STUOENT *ERVICE*, OR
CALL ML AT 2-02*1.

Streak kasee. EsDstst I

•dWr,

6.16 pja.
PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT.
BOOKS • HOUSEHOLD MlSCELLANEOU8. 362-6764.
362-

10 speed. Roger RMara Bat*. 27"
wheels. 23" kama Good conrjaon
160 00 362-4926.
Sesreo spkrs (2). 12" wooNv. 3"
tweeter, ptywood cabinets. large I
able to take abuse SSO.OO. Cat
352-2353 altar 6:00.
1ft7B Kawasaki 760 twin Fstnnp,
kiggsga box, touring seal. he*nets.
10.000 ml $1,000. 352 2353 after
6:00.
tg71 Plymouth vsaant Good con*
SMOJX). eel 362-aaao.

aaiv

: Sold Sana AM/FM
Qusnts 460
Good oondtton 1150 00 Csa3522230
OONTT laSS BaPORTANT CALLS!
LIKE-NEW SANYO PHONE ANSWERING MACtaNE STU. UNDER
WARRANTY. S7B. 372-2078. 5927331.

FOR RENT
For Ham 2 Bonn House. No pats.
Deo /UM Avajaba) Immsraatsl,. Inokida atova-ral pit. 686-8061
Room tor tent wttl ouajt ktmay orl S
Melt. $100 per month. Move In
today, r strata praaarrad. some
meek Cat 364-1618 after 6.30,

APARTMENT FOR RENT 3-4 PERSON. MONTHLY RENT. FURNISHED, L"*VERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS, APPLY AT AM
HERST VILLAGE OR CALL 3526706.

362-8777
THE ULLOONMAN

Fer SeMe Seers s-traok ptayarlra-

Fender Rhodes Mage piano
6680.

HELP WANTED

Sound Technician lor m-Energy. Top
40. Rock Band. Sand name, atkkaea
and phone number to RBJ Asaodataa. P.O. Brut 1212. Fremont.
Onto 434 20

sate

DOWN
1 Musketeer

OOMINO S
PIZZA

Appecants rnust
be ambitious ded
tested, was !\n tn
work nights, have an
unoersianai g IO
customer
leeds.
have knowle 3ge of
business prac tices

USA KAJSEP. - CONGRATULATIONS ON BONG CHOSEN KAPPA
SIGMA BATHING BEAUTY' LOVE.
YOUR ALPHA QAM SISTERS

Arabroba
Oll-yleldlng Iraaa
Roaaoll
Borneo native
Touch upon
Oat together
Seegerofsong
Alto
Regattas
btan

cvtf

DOMIN I0'8
PIZZA, the fastest
growino rag tauranl
chain m the » orkj. is
aiterviewmrj ndivid
uars for man ager m
training po Mtions
Fast year ■alanes
avg. S13.0C 0 and
manager *a)a ies ex
ceed $20.00 0

21 Vases
23 Sovereign
26 Sods shop
workers
27 Epochs
28 Cooperative
member of the
staff
29 Docile

Uas Gardner - Congrats on your DZKE kneeartig lo feck Love. YourOataZatsSsUsr.

r^ngratuMlona Tammy CM lor bang
alecasd as the new Phi Mu social
uhalimaii. Wa know you'I do a super
job Love. Your Phi Mu Sktssrs

Alpha Gemms-Thanks tor a great ams
Tlklsy tuutkig tonaard lo the nert
onsl The Data

MM* ate, let

17 Job for*
»*.m»lre»»

Cindy Fatssbar - Just warned lo M
you know (uat how aorry everyone la
and that we at ratty care about you.
Love Maursen. Sackwoman. Patly

PERSONALS

I tor NJXS.LHA. (Ilssliaal
Btsstant tiiitt I mmi Heart**.

30 Setectlona
40 Cabins and coopa

AS±.

Jaaas N' Tnaaga- Mi Fadsja St

Cue* I eMokrt lypng dona. WB
accept short notice typing Cat MarflktWefsili 674-1122

s*lislils»l»stasse»i|les«tKak.
at the Cialii
Baesa, 8L
Thomas Maera at 7:00 pje. kxtkeM ■
Tuesday, liatmtii II.

additive

MCAl
LSAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH/ S

C-!r»

*"W4sB^aW*a»Tl BBBBJQQ|t»a>

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

IBM BOW PAGEANT NOW ACCfPTHtO APPUCATrONS FOR EXECUTIVE POaVnONB. FOB INFO
AMD INTERVIEW UON UP. STOP
BT 425 BTUOfMT iERViCES, OB
CAU BILL AT 2-aMt

SERVICES OFFERED

PRSSA-FVal maaOng. Wad. Sapt
14, 116 BA, 7:30. Al rreajora and

16 Mast

American Marketing
Members!* Drive Sapt. 8 lo Sept
14 Sign up TO. n the BA Buarjng
ALL BUSHESS AND IPCO MAJORS
WELCOME

pledging Darts Hararaa. Yeu'H always ba say apaoW sister. Lee*.

Ftat meeting ol Qrsflusta student
senate. Frl. Sapt. 16. Aaaamtay
room. MoFal Canter at 2 30 Al grad
students walooma lo attend.

15 Muslim of Iha
Philippine)*

MOUOAYBB«-"MTV
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALLTHETB4EI

Found: Room hay on dog Icaynng.
Cat 2-3358 lo caarn

11. as 070 OM. at 7:30

13 Factual
14 Strang*

Ural Otaatiliellaiial misHg
Wad.. Sap. 14. at 7:1* am

i m nusum Oub

American Markeeng Hatl'llM*
*a
ba seBng BG-OPOLV Gamae at Iha
membarahlp table m the BA BUkang
on Sec*. 13 end 14 It's s run and
anssraai»«j way k> ksern about BQ's

ACROSS
1 Full ol •xcllprrkanl
5 Dlsnaylawn
10 Futurallowpr

.-JMI.IU

PaWaH'.

Maaang lonlghl at 7:30 In 113 BA
-Coordhatmg Work and Study"
Meatbar atgn-upa, al aw walooma

DAILY CROSSWORD

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

PTV#eo#frt B

I MaaaM (TeeeJ at l:M, MO

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE
TURNED IN FOR EACH INTERVIEW
OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE
SUN-UP PROCEDURE: »t the nme
of signup, you must preaenl STUDENT I D along w* ■ copy ol your
CREDENTIAL FORM lor each Matview ot overflow you schedule Qualified candualaa era those who meat
the academic degrees, majors and
graduation dates requested by Iha
employers asted below Those who
do not meet these requirements wi
not ba tmanaeweu1. Only permanent
raaUena) (US caUensi at* coneidared unless otherwae Indicated The
number n ( ) indicates the number ol
schedules requested by Iha employer (#| indicates the employer has
alto scheduled a recruiting dale in the
Spring

ORAOUATM DEC. MAY. AUQT
(Sri. t Grad Smdenta) ' Ettadtva
Job Huang Through Placement' T
8/13, 8:30pm Mam Aud U Hal

(Taeal el 7:X. JO0 Moeery Ha".

Green. OH, 8-28 83. REFERRAL
AGTS Any major. Dae . May. Aug.
Grads (1) 18 slots

nv
way. That*
There HT»
are HIV
some (mini
groups which
which

tor WM
n* totoert
Very imltitlGsil. I
kaa-Pay la EXCELLENTI Cafl ***•

t M. ROOMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 2ND STREET APT. 0*3COUNT AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL
352-2852
3bdrm apt.
Cloaa to campus

i. 1-676-7437.
Earn ocaars eeBng Avon Producta
For more Wrvmaton rjsaasa cat
Ptl>atM362-6S33.

Datustla. needed. 1-2 aBarnoone
per week Own ktraayirlaeon. 3627974

SJtjms Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu

BETWEEN A JAIL
SENTENCE
AND A HARD ROADDRUNK DRIVING
IS A DRAG

!
RUSH
{
!| SIGMA
NU
Tonight, .Sept. 13 is
1
|
f
*

MOVIE NIGHT

with Comedy Hits
"Caddyshack" and "Stripes"
First Film at 7:30 p.m.

ff

|
f

f SVgma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma

! GAMMA PHI BETA j
Welcomes their new housemom

SHERRI SANDERS j
We

^9

our ^>outnern feelle

take a awing at the
4 PERSON SCRAMBLE

UAO GOLF TOURNAMENT
Sunday Sept. 25
Bowling Green Qolf Club
12:00 Noon

lZ/f>sar8M aMMM jfssa raw,

TSM,

kevsoj*,

Mel tfiZsrf

with net warm koApitaiitu

SIGN UP BY SEPT. 21 IN UAO OFFICE OR BQ QOLF CLUB
PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP

